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Legislation criticized Ohioansmull
BRIEFLY English
Only bill called incomprehensible language bill
CITY

Student indicted: Craig K.
Taliaferro, 39, was indicted
Wednesday on charges of theft and
forgery, the Wood County
prosecutor's office announced
Thursday.
If Taliaferro is found guilty of the
third degree felonies, he could receive
a prison sentence of two to 10 years
and a fine of $5,000.
He is currently being held in Wood
County Jail on $20,000 bond.
Taliaferro was arrested last Friday
by city police after a year-long
investigation into an insurance fraud
case. Police allege Taliaferro bilked
Allstate Insurance Co. of Toledo out of
about $1,500 by falsely reporting a
theft at his apartment last May.

STATE
Wage increase? A bill to

raise the state minimum wage will
remain in limbo until after the May
primary elections as the House on
Thursday rejected Senate
amendments to the measure before
recessing for the spring.
The measure would increase from
$2.30 to $4.25, an hour the minimum
wage for Ohio workers not covered by
a federal minimum wage law that
took effect on Sunday. The federal law
raised the minimum to $4.25 an hour
for most workers.
North f peaks: Oliver North,
the central figure in the Iran-Contra
affair, was expected to draw
demonstrators Thursday night
protesting the U.S. role in Central
America.
Willie Richter, spokeswoman for
the Dayton chapter of the Pledge of
Resistance, said pickets will be
stationed outside the Dayton Racquet
Club, where North is scheduled to
speak. Richter said she is expecting
as many as 50 protesters.

Grades issued: Ohio's grades

on an economic report card handed
out Thursday by a private research
organization ranged from "A" to
"D."
The report card form the
Corporation for Enterprise
Development gave Ohio strong marks
for trying new economic policies but
said the state's education is lagging
and too few new businesses have
started up.
Cultist extradited: The son
of a reputed cult leader was taken
from the San Diego County Jail
Thursday and returned to Ohio to face
charges in the slaying of a
five-member family.
Damon Lundgren, 19, had been
fighting extradition to Lake County,
O., since his arrest earlier this year in
San Diego County. He is among 13
people. Including his parents, Jeffrey
and Alice Lundgren, who were
indicted in the slayings of Dennis and
Cheryl Avery and their three
children.

NATION
Cancer link: Government
scientists, who a week ago announced
that a study found no link between
Agent Orange exposure and a rare
form of cancer among Vietnam
veterans, say the herbicide cannot be
ruled out. either.
The chief investigator for the
Selected Cancers Study said
Wednesday the findings do not
eliminate an Agent Orange
connection.
In a summary of the study released
last week, the Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta said: "We found no
evidence that the increased risk of
NHL (non-Hodgkin's lymphoma)
might be related to exposure to Agent
Orange in Vietnam."

HISTORY
On this date: In 1982, heavy
snow and 40jmph winds battered the
area, """Tfrfl University classes
until noon. Snowfall totalled about
seven and one-half inches, and was
expected to continue.
Compiled tram local and wire reports

by JIU Novak
staff writer

The notion that there must be action to declare
English as an official language is farfetched and
totally unnecessary, according to the director of the
Spanish Speaking Affairs Committee.
Addressing the possibility of the enactment of an
English Only bill in the state, Charles Monita said he
"falls to see the need" for a bill, when "we already
communicate in English through popular choice and
preference."
"(The bill) is a reported remedy for which no malady exists," Monita said Thursday night, speaking
before about 100 people as part of Hispanic Awareness Week.
The only thing the passage of the bill would accomplish Is depriving immigrants or minorities the
ability to communicate in their own language before
becoming fluent in English, he said.
"The damage to the language-handicapped is extensive and frightening," he said. "To suggest the
state deprive minority groups from receiving necessarv assistance is incomprehensible."
It would deny governmental and social services to
peoole who may need them, including welfare and

tax forms, Monita said.
But not only Hispanics would be affected by passage of the bill, he said.
Amish children who begin school fluent only in
their Pennsylvania Dutch language also would become victims of the ruling because they would not be
able to obtain additional instruction, he said.
Subjecting children to this law would guarantee
they would tall behind other children and this is as
"insensitivity, inferiority and inadequacy," he said.
When he first heard the conditions of the bill, sponsored by Sen. Cooper Snyder, Monita testified
against it as a private citizen.
As a citizen, he said he found the bill "totally unacceptable" and in a report to the Senate committee,
he refuted several of the points of English Only proponents.
For example, Monita said he has been told Ohio
spends great sums of money and tax revenue to provide official documents to be printed in another language.
However, according to Robert Schleppi, state
printing administrator, "the requests for printing by
the state in a language other than English is so insignificant, his office does not generate and maintain a
record of such requests," Monita said.
a See Language, page 6

by Jill Novak
staff writer

It is 1991. Jose has traveled from Spain to live in
Lorain, O., whose county contains one of the fastest
growing Hispanic population in Ohio. He sees the dty
as a new frontier and is happy to be introduced to a
new culture. However, when be goes to vote, take a
drivers' license exam, or fill out a welfare form, he
will not be able to do so in Spanish, as was previously
allowed before the passage of an "English Only"
law, making English the official language of the
state.
This is not an actual scenario in the state, but this
English Only law now is enforced by 16 states, including California and Florida. And, according to state
legislators, a proposed English Only law in Ohio
most likely will pass when it does hit the voting public.
According to Richard Rench, of the Ohio House of
Representatives and co-sponsor of the original bill to
make English the official language of the state, the
bill by no means discriminates against Hispanics or
any minority group.
O See English Only, page 6.

Comet in
sight as ot
last week
by John Yaukey
USA Today-CIN

Newly discovered Comet Austin
made its debut last week for the naked
eye for its one pass through our solar
system.
"Every year, a dozen or so comets
come tumbling around the sun," said
Pennsylvania State University astronomy professor Peter Usher. "But
comets visible to the naked eye are
pretty rare — maybe one every few
years."
Astronomers in the last two weeks
have reduced predictions about bow
bright Austin will be, but they estimate
it still should be visible to the naked
eye.
Comets are mountains of gritty frozen gases left over from matter that
formed the stars and the solar system.
There are tens of thousands of Known
comets such as Halley's Comet, which
orbits the sun every 75 years.
"To see a comet is to see the Earth
and her sister planets in slow majestic
evolution," Usher said.
Astronomers believe Austin will
stand out clearly from the planets and
stars.

Service fraternity members brave the changing weather from noon on Thursday until noon Friday in the Union Oval for a good
cause. The volunteers, Tanla Subwick, Jolene Joseph, Dave Caldwell. Dana Stavely and Kevin Severtis (I to r) are selling raffle
tickets for 25 cents via a booth and a grocery cart to help Special Olympics. Winners will receive gift certificates from local merchants. The event "Wheeling for Wood Lane" is sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega.

Pig roast groundwork
made final for event
Bob "Buck" Bramlish and his staff of
40 nearly have completed plans for
their party Saturday — a party that
could reach historic proportions.
"Country Buck's Pig Roast n,"
scheduled for Saturday at the Wood
County Fairgrounds, is the result of
more than two months of planning.
Bramlish is promising party-goers:
(1) pig, roasted; (25) kegs of beer;
(100) T-shirts to sell; (2) live musical
acts, and (1) bus, to transport the party's 1,000 expected guests to and from
the fairgrounds.
Everyone is invited — and it is all for
free.
The inspiration for such generosity
stems from the hosts' desire to have a
good time.
"Everyone wants to leave something
behind, Bramlish said. "We're going
What:

Country Buck's Pig Roast II

Where:

Wood County Fairgrounds

Whan:

Tap begins Saturday at 5 p.m.

Background: A roasted pig, 25 kegs, and a
1,000 guests are expected.
Bttzen wi provide musical
entertainment and Pig Roast
T-Shirts wi be on sale.

Cost

Free

How to get
thara:

The Pig Roast bus wi pick
people up at the Union Oval
beginning at 5 p.m.

BG News/Greg Horvath

Wheeling and Dealing

to leave this place legends. When we
leave here, that sign that says Scott
Hamilton Drive... we want to change it
to Country Buck Avenue."
"This is going to be the best party BG
has had in years,'' he promised.
The Roast's organizers have raised
about $2,000 to cover the party's costs
— mostly donated by University students in small amounts. No local businesses are involved in defraying the
costs, which will include a bus to provide transportation for Pig Roast revelers.
"We want to make it as safe as possible," Bramlish said. His concern is that
everyone has a good time, he said, and
this includes a safe ride home.
The Pig Roast planners are building
on a large-scale pig roast many helped
host last year. Between 600 and 700
people attended, and the event came
off flawlessly.
"It was just a blast," Bramlish said.
"Not one problem — the police were
really impressed."
The original Pig Roast was not
Cnned as a large-scale event at first,
their ideas grew as they drew on
the traditions from their past.
"We had a couple of pig roasts in our
hometown and we used to have farm
parties in a barn every year," said
Bramlish, a Dayton resident. "We
modeled it on that."
The Pig Roast bus will begin pick-ups
at the Union Oval at 5 p.m., and will return guests later in the evening. Organizers expect the event to break up
around midnight.

Summit to begin
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush and Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev will meet for a
superpower summit in the United
States beginning May 30, U.S. and
Soviet officials said Thursday as
both sides returned to bargaining
on possible arms-control treaties.
White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said several major
agreements could emerge at the
summit, including a long-sought
Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty
to limit long-range nuclear
weapons.
But Bush said merely that the
summit would provide "time for a
lot of dialogue and a lot of discussion."

Fitzwater said the summit —
Bush's second meeting as president with the Soviet leader —
would be a "tough love" encounter,
with the crisis in Lithuania a central topic.
Bush and Gorbachev last met
early in December at the Mediterranean island of Malta. Since then,
pushes for independence in Lithuania and other regions of the Soviet Union — and the Soviet response to them — have strained
superpower relations.
The timing of the summit, earlier
than the late-June schedule originally envisioned, raised new
doubts on whether all details of an
arms pact could be nailed down in
time.

Erotic art judged
CINCINNATI — A museum
planning to exhibit sexually
graphic photographs by the late
Robert Mapplethorpe signed up
hundreds of paying members in the
last 10 days before Friday's opening, the director said.
Dennis Barrie said Thursday he
expects 3,000 people to attend the
opening. Tickets to the first day of
the show were available only to the
Contemporary Arts Center's
members. The exhibit opens to the
public Saturday.
"We're going to have to regulate
the flow into the gallery. We've
handled about 1,000 people in here
at once, but that was our maxi-

mum, '' Barrie said.
About 400 people have paid $25 to
|150 each to become museum
members in the last 10 days, a
period when the museum usually
would be lucky to sign 10 members,
Barrie said.
The 175-pbotograph exhibit includes nine pictures of nude children or homoerotic and sadomasochistic sex acts. It has prompted a
police investigation and opposition
from anti-pornography groups.
The Arts Center is suing dty and
county law enforcement officials,
seeking a jury verdict on whether
the exhibit violates local obscenity
standards.
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Women's sports
shunned at UO
Most universities and colleges across the nation
attempt to avoid controversy like the plague
in their athletic departments.
However, the University of Oklahoma seems to
want controversy. Athletic officials there beg for it
— year-in and year-out.
The Oklahoma athletic department in Norman
added to its problems late last week when it
dropped its women's basketball program. Officials
cited poor attendance — an average of 65 per game
— for lowering the boom.
But before this ordeal could reach the court
systems — as it soon would have — Oklahoma officials reinstated the program early Thursday afternoon.
The decision was a good one for Oklahoma officials, whose lawyers would have been opposed in
court by Arthur Bryant, the Washington, D.C., attorney who led a 1988 Title IX fight against Temple
and won in an out-of-court settlement.
His case would have been open and shut. The
Sooners, despite back-to-back losing seasons, had
nine-consecutive winning years before that.
Not only was Oklahoma's change of heart good
for the university, but also for the image of
women's basketball throughout the nation.
Based on last weekend's NCAA Final Four in
Knozville, Term., women's basketball is on the rise.
The women's final on Sunday between Stanford, the
eventual champion, and Auburn set an attendance
record, drawing more than 20,000 fans. Comparatively, only 17,765 attended the men's final between
UNLV and Duke in Denver Monday night.
But Oklahoma's unfounded action brought with it
5[uestions about women's basketball. Will more coleges with poor women's attendance follow suit ? Is
women's basketball really ready to be a top collegiate sport PAfter all, the Big Eight Conference,
which Oklahoma competes in, is one of the few conferences with an automatic bid to the NCAA Tournament.
And while the media asked about this, an Oklahoma politician and the men's coach made sexist
remarks about the situation.
The state's governor, Henry Bellmon, noted
women still could play in intramural leagues. Billy
Tubbs, the Oklahoma men's coach, said pumping
$250,000 annually into the women's budget was
"money down the drain."
On a weekend when women's basketball was
reaching an all-time high, the University of Oklahoma was attempting tobring it down.
But problems with collegiate sports at Oklahoma
is nothing new. Its footbaU program is on probation
for numerous violations and Tubbs' team always
has been scrutinized.
The problems at Oklahoma seem to stem from its
win-at-all-costs attitude. And those Sooner teams
that do not win every year, women's basketball in
the last two years, for example, are of relatively
little importance.
Oklahoma officials had to have known that dropping women's basketball would cause a major
ruckus on the collegiate scene.
And, as usual, they did not seem to care.
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Sex, lies and the 6 o'clock news
The soap operas end at 4 p.m.
weekdays. But at 24 News, the
drama goes on and on.
Dancie Moore, now former 6
o'clock anchor at Channel 24,
has resigned. And quite coincidentally, Paul Kiska, whose
claim to fame is as a weatherman —like I'd want that horrible appendage attached to my
name — has been busted down to
nightside reporter, which basically means he is dogcrap in the
eyes of the newsmakers at 24.
Word has it that Dancie and
Paul were cutting quite a bit of
videotape on the side. And I
guess that's pretty understandable since television people make their way through the
biz based on how much they
make the average Joe drool.
Anyway, when they both call
in sick to work on the same day,
people begin to talk. And when
Paul the weatherman comes in
to work in tennis shoes and a suit
during the same week, well ...
what's going to happen?
What happens is Dancie quits
and Deborah Morgan gets the
prime slot in the evening news,
which is better because Deborah makes me drool much
more than the average joe. In
iiat, Deborah makes me do
much more than drool.
Now, I don't hang out at Toledo's television stations. If I did,
someone would call the cops.

and I would end up in jail as the
bunkmate of a very large man
who committed terrible crimes
and is on his way to finding God
only when he looks at me be
thinks of Sodom and Gomorroh.
And more Sodom than Gomorroh.

Market Square
Hero
by
Dennis
Robaugh
columnist
And that wouldn't really sit
well with me.
But The Blade Runner doesn't
hang out at television stations.
His buddy, television critic Tom
Ensign does. In fact, he does a
weekly piece for 24 News. And
they drink together. And swap
tales. Hmmmm.
That paragon of Journalistic
ethics knows all ancf tells all in
the dirty, grimy city that is
Toledo. After an evening of Deja-Vu'ing, The(Toledo)Blade's
slicing and dicing columnist

spoke to a room of sloshed
professional journalists.
By the way, The Collegian, the
campus newspaper at the University of Toledo was named the
Best College Newspaper for a
non-daily. Congratulations Collegian, but we're better.
But, good ole Blade Runner
filled us in on the Toledo television poop after the speech. And
he was pretty ticked, he said,
that he wasn't allowed to include
the dope on Dancie Moore in his
thrice-weekly column. But as he
left, he said he was off to tell
those Blade editors a thing or
two about what people need to
read.
Of course, the common concensus is that Blade Runner was
brought in as Blade publisher
John Robinson Block's hitman
in print. But the Runner rails
against such gossip. Hell do
what he wants and when he
wants. Of course, 77K? Blade
edits out all the hard hitting expose that Blade Runner manages to dig up, he said.
Which is why they didn't want
him to pull the plug on 24's little
soap opera saga. Of course,
maybe they just didn't want to
fill their mucous-colored pages
with gossip. But then again,
that's his job — Gossip Columnist. Which is worse than
weatherman when you come to
think of it.
And when you come to think of

it, I've resorted to being a gossip
columnist by writing down all
this drivel.
But when you get right down
to it, I'd rather be a gossip columnist than be a pretty boy on
television.
But I've been blessed, I'm too
ugly to be on television.
Robaugh is a columnist tor
The News and he does not want
to work in Northwest Ohio when
he graduates. How can he? He's
alienated every employer in the

Respond
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200-300 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus
mailbox number along
with your telephone number for verification, must
be included.
The News reserves the
right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. Ail submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
MO West Hall

Letters
AIDS is not unique
to gay population
We are writing to question an
implicit assumption in an unsigned article that appeared in the
BG News on March 29 entitled
"Students to 'rock' for AIDS."
The article is laid out in three
sections. This first explains the
purpose of the rock-a-thon, the
second says that a friend of the
chairwoman of the event told
her that he is gay, and the third
gives more information on the
who, when and where of the
event.
Why is the anecdote about the
gay friend included in the article? There was no attempt made
to relate this to the rest of the article. Does this man have AIDS?
Is he worried about AIDS? Did
he have anything to say to his
friend about AIDS? The inclusion of the "coming-out" story
could have made a useful addi-

Green Harvest ■

•

tion to the article, if there were
any reason to include it, but we
fail to see the point in giving half
a story, which only perpetuates
misconceptions about AIDS and
gay people.
Such irresponsible reporting
is a problem because it gives the
impression that gay equals
AIDS. It should be well-known
by now that it is not sexual
orientation, but rather certain
types of behaviors that put one
"at risk" —those that cause bodily fluids, contact with mucous
membranes or broken skin.
Many gay people have removed
themselves completely from being "at risk" because they no
longer engage in these behaviors. This is evident in the decline in the rate of new infections in gay men in the cities
that haveheen hardest hit by the
epidemic, while the rate is on
the rise in other populations.
Members of the Lesbian
and Gay Alliance

Founders' firedrills
outrage students
Founders now has a new
name, "Fire Drill Capital of the
Worla." In the past week there
have been four fire drills all between 2 and 2:30 a.m. It's getting to be a bit ridiculous, hut
what can we do about it? Nothing! We can get mad, but at
who? Some unknown idiot who's
making our nights a living
HELL—that's who.
The staff here is taking a lot of
beat. The system of trying to
catch this creep is pathetic.
What moron would pull a fire
drill and then walk back in the
building with the evidence all
over him/her? The staff,
however, is getting better at fire
drills. I think the whole building's got their routines down to
a science by now. We're back in,
within half an hour — we used to
be out there at least an hour. The
staff is trying, we know that, but
unfortunately they're the most
visible targets to lash out at.

t

It's this buffoon whose got my
goat! I can't imagine being so
immature and simple-minded to
get kicks out of this. For one
thing, run-down college students
don't need this help getting sick,
most of us are doing quite well
on our own. For another, a lot of
us are growing immune to that
loud, annoying noise. We can
sleep through it with no problem
and once awakened are in no
hurry to evacuate. I hope this
low-life pond-scum realizes if
there someday is a fire and people are reluctant to evacuate
due to his/her previous stunts,
the number of deaths will be forever on his/her conscience (if
such a thing exists). Hopefully,
the staff will alert us in some
other way also, so we are aware
that it is genuine.
My one hope is that this
simpleton is foolish enough to
brag about his/her accomplishments. News travels fast
and I want his/her butt in a
sling.
Dana Damman
517 Harmon

-by Vlllamor M.Cruz
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New sorority discussed
by Sandra Kowalsky
staff writer

Health Concerns

BG News/Mark Deckard

Health Education students Pam Quail, (left) Shelley Long, (center) and Lynn Smith prepare a display on
sunscreens for the Health Fair In the Student Services Building Thursday. The fair is put on by students In
two health education classes and is attended by fourth graders from local elementary schools.

SIBS AND KIDS WEEKEND
TOLEDO ZOO TRIP
SATURDAY APRIL 7. 1990
2 GROUPS
both groups depart Union Oval
1st group depart at 9:30 a.m.
return at 1:30 p.m.
2nd group depart at 10:30 a.m.
return 2:30 p.m.

In preparation to colonize a
new sorority at the University,
the Panhellenic Expansion
Committee met Thursday night
to evaluate sorority questionnaires.
The need to expand the sorority system occurred after the Alpha Delta Pi sorority charter
was revoked last semester, resulting in 95 fewer Rush openings for women next year. In
addition, JoAnne Arnholt, assistant director of Greek Life,
anticipated a 10 percent increase in next year's Rush
group.
At a previous meeting, the
committee decided to extend invitations to the 12 national sororites presently not established at
the University.
Sigma Kappa and Sigma Sigma Sigma sororities were the
only two sororities to send responses to the committee.
At Thursday night's meeting,
the committee evaluated the
questionnaires, based on selection criteria established at a

University Courts Apts.
•
•
•
•
•

9-month and 12-month leases
One and two bedroom apartments
Heat, water, cooking and sewer included
Central air
No pets please
Clough

& Mercer
Bowling Green

(419) 352-0164

<Sr

ZJhe J-'keadant Kioom
preientd their

104 S. MAIN
353-0988
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Jlprit 15, 1990
FROM COLUMBUS
APPEARING FRIDAY & SATURDAY
APRIL 6 & 7

12 - 2 p.m.
L^all Sror iKeiervatiloni
372 - 7949

372-2596

L

when you feel a little dead in the head

INEEP A UTTZE' ESCAPE?

SPRJMfir-

FUN FOOD, FCJN TIMES,
FOR FUN PEOPLE

C^adter J^unday buffet

• 2 bedroom furnished, 9 month lease for $470
• unfurnished, 9 month lease for $395

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

puEuM^
iQI *Ui ■

SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE < ^A 1 ^L^^i^r
:
are now renting
apartments that feature

available upon request
$2 for strollers
ID for wheelchairs
TRIP SPONSORED BY RESIDENT
STUDENT ASSOCIATION

are within walking distance to campus
for Summer 1990 and Fall 1990-91
school year.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

Committee members were instucted to take the expansion
committee evaluations back to
their individual chapters to discuss options with them. The chosen option will be decided at the
next meeting and will then be
taken to Panhel for a vote.

&

$2 ADULTS, $1 2-11 YR.
DINOSAUR EXHIBIT Add. $1.50 EA.
Bring Lunch or $$$$$

APARTMENTS

aware of the housing situation
for Greeks at the University.
The committee now has the
options of deciding to invite one
of the sororities based solely on
the questionnaire information or
to invite one or both sororities to
campus to give a presentation.
Arnholt expressed concern for
choosing the option of the sororities giving presentations since a
large amount of money and time
are involved.
"It costs a sorority $3,000 to
come and do a presentation,"
Arnholt said. 'Presentations
would most likely take place in
September and colonization
would be pushed back until February."
The original goal for colonization was this fall.
She said if presentations were
important to the group then that
is what they will do.

University Village

registration: 1st group 8:45 a.m.
2nd group 9:45 a.m.
LIMITED SPACE
FIRST COME FIRST SERVE BASIS

MID AM MANOR

prior meeting.
Criteria included housing options, the number of active
chapters, the number of local
alumnae, alcohol awareness,
hazing, community service,
pledge education and the
amount of national support the
newly colonizing sorority would
receive by means of a national
consultant.
The committee believes the
support of a national consultant
is one criteria particularly important to the colonization of a
new sorority.
A national consultant is a sorority woman who recently has
graduated from college and represents her sorority. The consultant travels to the various
chapters throughout the country
and, in many instances, lives
with a newly forming sorority.
"It is important to have a
national representative during
the first year," Arnholt said.
"While the University can help a
lot, they cannot help with the
national policies.''
Housing opportunities for the
new sorority is also a major
concern of the committee. Arnholt said both sororities are

Then Join Us at the

GAMES MARATHON

F0NVER6NUGEN!
It's what makes a Telefund
caller a success!

Raise money for the Link Food Pantry j
Saturday from noon till midnight
at the Off-Campus Student Center
in the basement of Mosely Hall
Accepting cash and non-perishable
food donations at door.
Some fiames will be provided.
Feel free to bring your own.
Bring your little sib!
Sponsored by:
Commuter Off Campus Organization
Bowline Green Gamine Society
Hidden Realms
for more info call 2-8915 or 2-2573.

The Development Office says,
"Thank You"
to all of the Spring Telefund Student Callers.
Congratulations on raising over $70,000111
A special thanks to the 49 dedicated callers
with perfect attendance.
Applications for the Fall Telefund will be available in
early September for both new and returning callers.

352-757I
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Monday 11'til 9
Small Cheese
Pizza

Tuesday 11'til 9
Pizza
Smorgasbord
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Spaghetti
Dinner

Thursday 11 til 9
Lasagna
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Friday 11 lil Gone
Roast Beef
Platter

Saturday 11 'til 9
Mini Reg. Sub
& Cup Ot Soup

Sunday 11'til 9
Pizza
Smorgasbord
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•3.50

•4.50
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Students fast in protest
by Lori Millet
staff writer

Seven days without pizza,
without hamburgers, without
french fries, without beer.
That's 168 hours without food —
not even cafeteria food — that
Karen MacDonald spent in
protest.
In conjunction with the nationwide grape boycott, MacDonald recently finished a seven-day fast.
"My goal was to make people
more aware (of the problem),"
she said. "But I never expected
it to go this far."
Her first goal was a three-day
fast, but the support she
received on campus made her
realize how much awareness
was developing.
"(I want to (help students better understand only a sliver of
what the migrant workers go
through," she said.

r

MacDonald, a senior music
major, is part of a chain fast on
campus which began March 8
and will continue until Food
Operations stops buying and
selling grapes, she said.
The chain fast originated from
a nationwide fast started by the
United Farmworkers, which has
been in existence since 1962, according to Amy Benson, another
member of the chain fast and a
freshman biology major.
"We are in solidarity with the
farmworkers," she explained.
"For 24 hours, we are feeling a
bit of what the farmworkers are
subject to (face)."
According to MacDonald, the
grapes served in University
cafeterias are sprayed with 75
different pesticides and of these,
"40 percent are used only for
cosmetic reasons making them
bigger and healthier."
Woman who work in the fields
during pregnancy are susceptible to these pesticides put on the

xfcenede*,0.
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Mon. - Sat.
Open at 11 am
Sun.
12
■ Midnight

FAST FREE DELVERY
$3.50 MINIMUM DELIVERY
1432 E. WOOSTER

FREE POP WITH
ANY 9* SUB OR
CHEF SALAD
PURCHASE.
Expires 4/16/90

FREE POP WITH
ANY 9" SUB OR
CHEF SALAD
PURCHASE.
Expires 4/16/90

Srapes which cause birth
efects to children, she said.
Susan Plummer, boycott supEjrter and senior French educaon major, said about 30 people
on campus are involved with the
chain fast and at least one person is fasting every day.
Plummer fasted for two days
when the fast began and now
participates in it one day every
week
She agreed the chain fast
serves to maintain campus
awareness and individually remind everyone of the suffering
farmworkers.
"The issue that it could potentially affect us should not be ignored," Plummer said. "To wait
for someone to be found with
cancer seems senseless."
Students participating in the
chain fast are sending an important message to other students,
and health officials believe they
are not causing themselves any
physical harm.
"As long as they keep fluids in
their body, there is no real immediate danger," said James
Kettinger, a physician at the
Health Center.
A time span of 60 to 90 days is
the longest period the average
person can last without food, he
said.
"The (amount of time) a person can last depends upon the
reserves (their body has)," Kettinger said.

BE A PART OF
THE TEAM...
RECYCLE!

Faculty discusses racism
by Jill Novak
staff writer

A group of faculty members
met Wednesday to discuss the
progress of racism research
and decide what could be done
to make further strides in this
area.
"The idea of this is to get
people collaborating (in their
research)," said People for
Racial Justice committee
member Jim Litwin.
"I was very pleased at the
outcome of the rather amateurish announcement of the
meeting, and hope once news
gets out the group will meet
regularly as an independent
group," he said.
The idea of this meeting originated from a discussion on
the lack of research aimed at
racial attitudes at last month's
People for Racial Justice
meeting, where Litwin offered
to organize 17 interested faculty members.
The faculty decided they
would continue to meet as a
large group, and organize
themselves into a series of
special groups categorized by
their research interests.
At the outset of the meeting,
the participants described the
type of racism-related
research they were interested
in.
Director of Multicultural Affairs Jack Taylor said there
are three main topics he is

concentrating on researching
now.
First, he is researching the
intellectual development of
black students on a predominantly white campus, and also
the academic and social integration of these students.
He also would like to study a
discussion of the black student's alienation on campus.
Christopher Dunn, director
of research services, said he is
particulary interested in the
agencies of criminal justice
which have been inherently
racist and discriminatory
toward minorities.
There are a number of issues
surrounding whether or not
there is discriminatory processing in the correction
system, since almost onefourth of black men between 20
and 29 years old have been
under correctional supervision.
Clyde Willis, dean of the College of Health and Human Services, said there are many
areas in which racial issues
have an impact on healthrelated issues, particulary in
the area of AIDS.
The addition of a cultural diversity class at the University
is almost official, and Litwin
plans to study the effects of the
program on the students by
measuring the attitudes of incoming students and seeing
how they compare to other
empirical statistics.
One problem on the campus
now is ''most students believed

the civil rights movement
already accomplished its
movement and should be dismantled," he said.
More research also is necessary about the class and
wealth distribution between
minorities and the majority.
Too many students believe
minorities have made significant progress, which is often a
misperception, Litwin said.
Clifford Brooks, cochairman of People for Racial
Justice, said one area of his
research is concentrated on
the value of "the super learning theory" which is used by
the Russians and Eastern
European nations, supposedly
helping people learn at a much
faster rate.
He wants to see if "this
theory could rub off on minority students on campus" and
may set up a meeting with
transitional minority students
to test the theoryThe group also went through
a handout presented by Dunn,
to discuss where funding for
the research comes from.
Next year, Litwin said they
plan to seek money to sponsor
a colloquium series on racism.
"Any other monies depend
on what people decide to do to
get people interested," he said.
Litwin said anyone interested in joining forces with the
group or presenting their own
research Ideas concerning racism can contact him for more
information.

Student artist show Sunday
by Heather Felry
staff writer

University artists get the opportunity to show off their work
during the 39th annual Undergraduate Student Art Show.
The University is showcasing
the artwork of undergraduate
students beginning Sunday,

SPRING
INTO
EASTER!

April 8.
"This is the big event for ail
undergraduate art students,"
said Jacqueline Nathan, the exhibition program administrator.
"For this year's exhibit, there
are 235 pieces which will be
available for public viewing by
approximately 90 entrants/'
said Nathan.
These pieces were selected by
the faculty and were then judged
by outside jurors.
"The show is very strong in
photography and drawing this
year, Nathan said.
Among some of the other
pieces which will be exhibited
are, glass sculpture, mixed

with Cards
and Gifts from

THE SOURCE
M L DfMittr • BG, Ofci.

352-6886

PHI MU BERMUDA BLOWOUT

media, oil and acrylic paintings,
watercolors and ceramics.
"This year's exhibits are a
wonderful example of the artwork which the undergraduate
students have created, "said
Nathan.
The show will open at 1:30
p.m. in the Fine Arts Gallery
and will continue through April
26. Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. weekdays and 2 p.m.
to 5 p.m. on Sundays. The judges
for this year's show are Marilyn
Szalay, who teaches drawing
and painting at Cuyahoga
Community College, and Brinsley Tyrell, a sculptor who teaches at Kent State university.

♦ Preferred Properties ♦
Phone 352-9378
SUMMER LEASING
FOX RUN

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
PIEDMONT
BIRCHWOOD PLACE
HOUSES
All residents receive a membership to

CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA

Monday thru Friday 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Christl & Todd
Carolyn & Paul
Stooze & ? % * I
Uso & Murph
Cooter & "€"
Andrea S» ?
Betty & Hoi
Kim & Chris
Potti & Poopi Doopu
Halle & Brion
Ann & Mott
Krista & "Strip"
Susan St Dz
Renee & flndy
Binky & Bernie
Pom & That Boy
Jenni Si Jeff

SPRING 1990
Michelle & Special Guest
Jen St Walter From Key West
Jill & Staceu & Tina St Christ!
The Lucky Chugger & The Leprechon Lover
Miss flowe & Mr. Dillon

Lore St Dave
Rngi Si Brian
Roz St Dan
Andrea Si Jim
Joanne Si Clark
Bubbles Si Oompo

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

LP Campus Division Survey
Tht pretence oftht Libertarian Parly on college computes reprttentt oat oftht matt I
I important arm of growth arid idea ipreadtng. New emphatit on thit i j being brought I
I Ay a national party talk force on tchool recruiting orgamud by Don Erntberger.
Tha following form i ■ »n essential part of tht affort. If you know anyona in colltga |
I (or even high school?) or anyone with a school contact who might want to help spread i
■ the libartarian word and look for naw LP members, plaaaa fill out the form and send.
j it to Don Ernsbargar, 655 Maadowood Una, Warmlnatar, PA 18974; (215) 676-6830. j

• Name
Address.
City
Telephone Number.

State.

Zip-

(Check all that apply)
I am a student at.
I am involved in a libertarian group.
I know several other libertarians on campus. Number
I am interested in setting up an LP Information table.
Send me an assortment of literature right away.
I am employed at
College/University
I have a son/daughter at
I am an alumnae of
(Note: We will honor contributions for a specific campus)
Send me an organizing manual.
Send me some membership materials on the LP.
The cost of a 3x5 inch ad in my college newspaper
Is about $
IHvenear_
want to help.

College/University and
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
China closes square to mourners

E. Germany calls self democracy

Surgery replaces knee for Ford

BEIJING (AP) — Authorities staged all-day rallies in Tiananmen
Square on Thursday, China's annual day for mourning the dead,
preventing unofficial visits to the symbolic center of last year's crushed democracy movement.
It was the second time in a week city officials held official activities in the square as an excuse for closing it to the public.
The method appeared successful. There were no reports of attempts to lay wreaths near the square or otherwise honor the hundreds and possibly thousands of people killed June 3-4, when the
army opened fire on pro-democracy protesters and retook the
square where they had camped.
In Hong Kong, however, an estimated 20.000 people mlrched in
honor of the Beijing dead, many carrying banners or bouquets of
flowers.
A wreath was left from Chai Ling, a leading activist in the Beijing
uprising who escaped to the West last week after 10 months on the
run in China. "Patriotic heroes will live forever," read a banner on
the wreath.
Thursday was China's annual Qingming, or Clear and Bright Festival, when families traditionally visit graves to mourn their dead.

EAST BERLIN (AP) — East Germany's first freely chosen Parliament declared the nation a democracy on Thursday and began
building a political system that will lead it to unification with West
Germany.
The lawmakers, elected March 18 in the nation's first democratic
ballot, convened for the first time and formally dismantled the
Communist system that ruled four decades.
Meeting in the Palace of the Republic built by the former Stalinist
regime, the 400-member Parliament began rewriting the constitution to mirror that of West Germany.
The new legislature and the government it creates could be East
Germany's last as a sovereign state because of the moves toward
unification with West Germany.
The Parliament empowered Christian Democrat leader Lothar de
Maiziere, whose party holds the most seats in Parliament, to build a
new government from the 11 parties represented in the legislature.
Dr. Sabine Bergmann-Pohl, a Christian Democrat, was elected
president of Parliament and urged that lawmakers "do justice to
our responsibilities and that we soon sit in a common German Parliament."

RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif. (AP) - Former President Gerald R.
Fordwiderwent surgery Wednesday to replace his left knee with an
artificial joint because of injuries dating back to bis high school
football days, a spokeswoman said.
Ford, 76, went into surgery at 9 a.m. at the Eisenhower Medical
Center in Rancho Mirage, said Ford's chief of staff, Penny Circle.
The procedure, performed by orthopedic surgeon Dr. Robert Murphy, took 90 minutes, she said.
"The surgery was very successful without any problems or complications. Circle said. "President Ford is resting comfortably."
He was in good condition Wednesday night. Circle said.
"He tolerated the procedure extremely well. He is in phenomenal
physical condition for his age," Murphy said.
Ford will have to have his right knee replaced in October for similar injuries, Murphy said. The left knee had already been operated
on three times, he said.

Economic health of U.S. detailed

Mandela, S. Africa to negotiate

WASHINGTON (AP) — States in the industrial Midwest, seemingly on their last legs as the 1980s began, are now flexing their economic muscles, while Plains and Rocky Mountain states show little
sign of recovering' from the last recession, a private research group
reported Thursday.

CAPE TOWN, South Africa (AP) — President F.W. de Klerk and
Nelson Mandela agreed Thursday on a new date for formal talks between the government and the African National Congress on giving
blacks a share of political power in South Africa.
The president and ANC leader met for three hours. The date of the
formal talks was not announced, and the two did not appear together
after the meeting.

The study by the Corporation for Enterprise Development, a
research and consulting organization, also said states on both coasts
generally are in good economic health, and those in the South are
improving but still have a long way to go.
Those states whose economies are healthy or improving have invented their own development policies in a "quiet revolution,"
rather than wait for federal solutions to evolve, according to the
study.

BICVCL€
AUCTION
Bowling Green State University will be
holding a Public Auction on Tuesday, April
10, 1990 beginning at 3:30 PM in the
Student Services Forum. Auctioneer: N.
Keith Bradley. Bowling Green, Ohio. For
more information please contact: Kathy
Phillips. Inventory Management Dept.,
372-2121.

Mass Communications

De Klerk told reporters that during his meeting with Mandela, "I
made the point that no one should inhibit discussions which need to
take place on the widest possible scale."

A jury ruled in 1989 that Hudson committed "outrageous conduct"
for concealing his AIDS diagnosis from Christian, his lover for two
years.
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Phi Sigma Kappa
Spring Semi - Formal
April 7, 1990
Patrick Murphy & Sheila Thomas
Jim Levon & Cathy Ferko
Dave Brandt & Kathy Bambery
Shane Hunter & Jenny Gill
John Werber & Jennifer York
Steve Cermak & Vanessa Webb
Rob Izer & Michele Sherer
Troy Anderson & Lisa Henningsen
Chad Noblit & Karen Hart
David Pretnar & Jodi Steiner
Wally Podgurski & Kim Bergan
Marko Kralj & Laurie Grubich
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The Tom Clark and Dick Kleiner book "Rock Hudson, Friend of
Mine," released last month, referred to Christian as "a criminal, a
thief, an unclean person, a blackmailer, a psychotic, an extortionist,
a forger, a perjurer, a liar, a whore, an arsonist and a squatter,"
Christian's lawsuit said.
It was filed by celebrity lawyer Marvin MitcheUon.
"The book speaks for itself," said Martha Clark, a Pharos
spokeswoman.

KWt»- tr^'lUlMMKU

!»»--

LOS ANGELES (AP) - A book that Marc Christian, the ex-lover
of Rock Hudson, claims has defamed him as criminal and psychotic
"speaks for itself," a spokesman for the publisher said Thursday.
Christian, who won $5.5 million from the Hudson estate a year ago
in a landmark AIDS lawsuit, filed a $22 million lawsuit Wednesday
against the book's two authors and New York-based Pharos Books.

Before the talks began, de Klerk accused Mandela of dissuading
black homeland leaders from meeting with the government as
scheduled Thursday.

Week 1990
April 8 -12
Monday, April 9

Ex-lover of Hudson files lawsuit

Ted Campbell & Cheryle Dodson
Allen Drown & Carol Biehl
Tony Alesci & Nikki Ahrns
Garrett Wyckoff & Sandy Applebee
Marty Collins & Elisa Mastrodonato
Todd McMaster & Laurie Bezilla
Doug Nagy & Rene Reed
Jeff Davis & Elizabeth Siegel
Matt Royka & Heather Lose
Kelly Zebrowski & Erika Peschke
Darren Guido & Rhonda Clark
Bryce Rhors & Sonia Humbarger

CALL 352-9378 TODAY
j
Preferred Properties 835 High St,
^m^m

Applications are being accepted
for
Summer 1990 BG News editor
Fall 1990 BG News editor
1990-91 Gavel editor
1991 Key editor
1990-91 Miscellany editor
1990-91 Obsidian editor
Application forms may be obtained at
The BG News office, 214 West Hall.

Application deadline Thurs., April 12 5 p.m.
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Journalism lectures given Extra officers to patrol 1-75
19th annual Mass Communication Week scheduled
by Emily Schroader
staff writ«r

Mass Communication Week
kicks off its 19th year with the
annual Journalism Awards
Banquet Sunday and continues
through Thursday with lectures
liven by professionals in the
Some of the celebrities who
will be speaking include Diane
Larson of Channel 13 News in
Toledo, Barbara Boylan, anchor/reporter at KDKA Radio in
Pittsburgh, and James W.
Bachman, Bowling Green Municipal Court Judge.
We've got some excellent
programs scheduled this year,"
said Linda Glomski, cochairwoman of the Mass Communications Week committee.

"The whole menu of speakers
and session is outstanding and
I'm sure not one will disappoint
us," she said.
In 1971, University faculty and
students organized the first
"Journalism Week" in order to
give students a chance to listen
and interact with professionals
in their field of interest.
Today, the program has
expanded to include lectures
given by professional newspaper reporters and editors,
photographers, magazine editors, public relations practitioners, broadcasters and individuals from the radio, television and film fields.
Glomski said she believes
more people are seeing the
event as useful for not only Journalism majors, but the entire
University community.

University Union Weekend Food Service
Falcon's Nest open from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
includes cafeteria and grill line
Pheasant Room Sunday Buffet
All You Can Eat
From 12-2 for $5.75
Coupons, Cash, MC & VISA Accepted
(Prout Cafeteria closed on Saturday & Sunday)

"The largest part of the audiences at the sessions are BG
students, but there has been an
increase in attendance of high
school students and adults from
the community," she said.
Students majoring in sport
management, political science
and IPCO also nave shown an interest in attending some of the
sessions scheduled during the
week.

by Brcnda VanSlse
city writer

Law enforcement agencies
from Ohio and five other states
will join forces this weekend to
remove drunk drivers from Interstate 75 in the first "1-75
Alive" program.
Extra officers will patrol the
entire length of 1-75, from the
Canadian border to Miami,
Fla., by automobile and by air,
to reduce crashes and fatalities, said Sgt. Jeff May, the

The state does spend about f 13
million each year in printing and
paper costs, Monita said, and
when Schleppi was pressed for
an indication of what percentage
was dedicated to languages
other that English, he said ''infinitesimal."
Proponents of the bill also argue there is no way the nation
could have more than one primary language because of the
many problems which would
arise, citing bilingual Canada as
an example of what could happen.
However, Monita said many
countries have two or three primary languages, such as Switzerland, and "in these countries
they get along fine."
Another problem Monita has
with the English Only bill is that
it would "hinder the freedom of
citizens" since free speech is
guaranteed under the Constitution.
The bill was modeled after a
bill submitted to the U.S. district
of Arizona, who ruled the bill as
unconstitutional.
"The language of (the Ohio
English Only bill) appears to be
specifically drafted from the

328 S. MAIN

352-5620

1-75 and will support the 1-75
alive program oy providing
additional persons for patrol
duties, said Sheriff Matt Brichta.
"Last year, we didn't break
out of routine activities," Brichta said.
This year, the sheriff's office
will provide a special watch
for speeding and alcoholrelated violations, Brichta
said.
"We'll be there to do
whatever it takes to enforce
the laws," Brichta said.

English Only

Language
Q Continued from page 1.

Ohio Highway Patrol field
operations manager.
Ohio experimented with a
similar program last year
which was very successful,
Maysaid.
"The police agencies in Ohio
Issued a total of 1,312 citations
to motorists," he said. "The
majority were speeding violations, but there were 25 DUI
arrests, seven contraband
arrests/felony arrests and
three narcotic arrests."
Wood County Sheriff's department has jurisdiction on

Arizona amendment, and one
can draw the parallel that if if
was unconstitutional in Arizona,
it has to be the same in the state
of Ohio," Monita said.
Manuel Vadillo, director of
multicultural student services
and moderator of the event, said
many proponents of the bill who
claim they are not racist have
shown otherwise.
For example, Richard Rench,
Ohio Representative of the bill,
responded to a letter from Ramiro Estrada, then director of
Ohio's Commission on Spanish
Speaking Affairs, with several
outbursts Vadillo quoted from
an article in the 1990 issue of
Hispanic magazine.
"I would suggest that if you
are not happy with our United
States ... with English as it's
official language that you consider moving to a country that
does have an official language
that makes you happy," Rench
said, according to Vadillo.
He said Rench then stamped
"BULLSHIT" across the letter
and added "that obscenity is
typical English and I'm sure you
will understand it."
Several audience members
had strong opinions on the
sibility of an English Only
For example, a typical question on a ballot might be "Should
English be the official language?" and of course people
will vote yes when it is phrased
in such a way, because they do
not understand the implications
of the bill, she said.

D Continued from page 1.
"We're all one melting pot and
this bill is not saying Hispanics
cannot speak their language, it
is just that English will be the
official language," Rench said.
His reasons for proposing and
advocating the bill are simple,
he said. The number one reason
to make English the official lanS;uage is "to save the taxpayers
ots of dollars."
For example, now a Hispanic
can go to a highway patrol post
and be provided with a book of
highway laws and rules written
in Spanish, he said, and "that
costs a lot of money to the
state."
If all official and governmental documents only were printed
in one language, a lot of money
could be saved, he said, although he could not quote a definite amount.
Rench cites the fact that making Hispanic people who come to
the country learn the language
will bring them together with
the rest of the UnitedStates.
"America is my country and
English is the language," he
said. "Passage of this bill (in
Ohio) would just eliminate a lot
of problems that would occur
trying to have two languages,"
he said.
For example, Canada is now
attempting to function with two
national languages, and they are
having a great deal of problems,
he said.
Since the Spanish population
is growing so quickly in the
United States, the same type of
situation could easily happen if

Hispanics do not find it necessary to learn the language.
According to Rench, since
Lorain County's Hispanic population is growing so quickly, bilingual voting machines may
soon have to be installed, which
will provide a significant tax to
taxpayers.
However, "how can people
who don't speak English know
what's going on," he said.
In the next 10 to 15 years,
Rench said he expects the Hispanic population to grow greatly
and some states may soon have
enough Hispanics to implement
official documents in both languages.
The bill has passed in every
state it has gone to the polls in,
and if it were to fail, all it would
be doing is "a disservice" to the
population, he said.
Rench continually stressed
the bill would not hinder Hispanics from speaking their language — it would only affect
official documents.
"I want the Spanish to be able
to hold on to their culture and
heritage ... I don't want them to
think I am against them," he
said.
1

However, Rench said Hispanics coming to this country should
have to learn the English language because, as the saying
goes, "When in Rome, do as the
Romans do."

$100* IS YOURS TODAY!
JF ust briny this coupon to

NEWLOVE RENTALS
and Stan a lease on one of these apartments

Welcome to the
IBM PS/2 Fair

for 1990 - 91:
309 High St. #4,7
801 Fifth St. #1,2,3,4,6
803 Fifth St. #1,2,3,5,7
2 bedroom furnished,
9 and 12 month leases

FREE heat, water, sewer
'per apartment
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Ron Elliot
Brian Drought
Tracy Gaerke
Michael Loescher
Kyle Royer
Trad Gorman
Jeff Gibbons
Carol Ellensohn
Keith Hobson
Peggy Kain
Dan Mordarskl
Christy Rlttman
Bryon Speakman
Amy Vojta
Wendy Gradwohl
Andrea Rombes
Sally Collins
Karln Gardner
Victoria Hughes
Cynthia Rengert
Shell! Sanderson

J^firiny Jjnitiatti

Pat Jackson
Sherl Fella
Brett Landman
Keith Madaras
Nanette Zimmerman
Wendy Farran
Stephanie Clapper
Mindy Engler
Klmberlle Goldsberry
Karl Kolman
Karen Radllnskl
Sarah Seifert
Dawn Toth
Patricia Zellman
Amy Shlpman
Amy Brucker
Tracy Cottle
Michele Hoffee
Karen Ravas
Thomas Ross
Michele Schmidt

Come to the IBM PS/2® Fair. Have some fun will) the
IBM Personal System/2® Try it—sec how you can
get more done in less time. Then
I hen ask about:
• easy-to-use, preloaded
software
• special student prices*
• affordable loan payments*
The IBM PS/2 Fair is a fun way to
learn some valuable lessons for
college and beyond.
ilk

PS/2 it!

Date: April 10th & 11th
Time: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Where: Union Oval (Weather Permitting)
Alternate: BA Lounge
Enter our drawing for a Panasonic Portable
CD Player!
Thti oft* n avaiiiM only to qua-'wd student i faculty and stall wno purchase 'BM PS/2* through pan*c>pating campus outiatt Order % ant subiect to
ava«»D*ty PrICM art subject 10 change and IBM may *nlhdraw the oiler al any wna *>tnoul written nolica
IBM Personal System;? anxl PS/2 aft registered trademarks of international Business Machines Corporation
IBM Corporation 1990
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BG s Lehman hits golf balls, books r
Junior qolfer a success in the classroom as well as on the golf course

Norman's
quest for
jacket
continues
Following Nevada-Las Vegas'
victory over Duke in the NCAA
basketball championship,
everyone spoke of a Shark alert
in Denver as Runnin' Rebel
coach Jerry Tarkanian took
home his first NCAA crown.
Well, these same rumors of a
Shark sighting have moved
south to Augusta, Ga., this week,
where the Great White himself
is rumored to be ready to make
a run at his first Masters title.
Greg Norman, the Australian
golf legend, is once again the
favorite to outlast the field in the
most grueling, heart stopping,
downright gut wrenching four
days of golf(action
a
on the tour.
Although Norman is usually
one of the favorites to win this
tournament, his detailed past of
flops and chokes has been well
documented and thus he has
never been able to take home the
coveted Green Jacket which
goes to the winner.
But, bad luck is part of the history at Augusta National.
C See Hensley, page 10.
SIBS AND KIDS

by Steve Easlon
sports writer

Golf can be a rustrating and
rewarding ezpt ience at the
same time. If a erson shoots a
birdie on one noli he or she may
bogey the next. 1 ven if a golfer
records a caree best round he
or she may wind p on the losing
end of the stick.
Junior Bill Iihman knows
what this feeling is all about.
During his first Vf/o years as a
member of the Falcon golf
team, he did noj play in any
competitive round.
But this year k a different
story.
After a summer if hard work,
Lehman has play ei his way into
the BG lineup anl now has a
chance to become »n Academic
Ail-American.
The major qua fications in
obtaining this sele honor are a

3.2 GPA and a stroke average of
78 or less in 75 percent of the
team's matches. Along with
these requirements, the selection committee also takes into
consideration each coach's recommendations.
Lehman, a finance major
from Madison, Wis., believes he
has a realistic chance to attain
this high honor.
"I want to continue to improve
my same as the season progresses, Lehman said. "Hopefully,
I will be selected as an Academic All-American at the end
of the season."
Coach Greg Nye said Lehman's success this season came
as a result of long hours of practice.
"Bill has burst into the lineup
this season," Nye said. "It is a
real pleasure to see the success
that he is beginning to have."
Lehman's average currently
stands at 77 for seven rounds.

"I feel very confident using
my irons," he said. "I struggle
with my drives and putting
sometimes, but I feel that these
will improve as we play more
competitive rounds."
Lehman has followed in the
footsteps of his father, who also
played golf collegiately. The
younger Lehman began competing in tournaments at the age of
12 and captured the 1967 Wisconsin PGA championship in the
18-year-old age group.
Coming from the Badger
State, which isn't known as a
golfing haven, Lehman competed In sports other than golf.
He played volleyball and hockey
in high school and has continued

- UNLV's
defeated Duke, I

"We believe that we can beat
(MAC contender) Kent State
this year," he said. "In the fall
we only lost to them by one shot
at Ohio State and that gave us a
lot of confidence."
Lehman will graduate next
spring with his goal being to get
a job somewhere in finance or
sales. However, he wants to see
how well he can do in golf first.

Lehman
"Ideally, I hope to get a job L
where I would start in August,"^
he said. "Then, I could really ,
work at my game for about two
months to see what my potential
in golf really holds."

Johnson, after the Running Rebels
3, in the national championship game.

2!t|e B(S 5feuiB: four source for campus news
SIBS AND KIDS

MON - FRI
8:00 - 4:45

Ihe tittle Shop

Its FREE
SIBS AND KIDS

UNIVERSITY
UNION

SIBS AND KIDS

Bobby Hunt
The Ultimate One Man Circus
Tonight
at 8:00 p.m.
Student Services Forum
SIBS AND KIDS

Besides his goal of obtaining
Academic All-American status,
Lehman, along with his BG
teammates, also hopes to win
the Mid-American Conference
team title.

i bad guys. Yon can call us thugs. You can
But please, at the end of that, just put:

•You can •
call us
national <

SIBS RND KIDS

to participate in other sports
through intramurals here at the
University.
"Intramurals allow me to stay
in better condition physically,
he said. "I also get to use my
athletic ability in sports other
than golf."

Jr*£l

Quotsoftheweek

HE'S HERE!

SIBS AND KIDS

His best round was a 4-over par
75 at the Navy Invitational over
spring break.
He said the strongest part of
his game is iron play.

The College of Musical Arts &
the BGSU Cultural Events Committee
present a concert with
jazz guitarist

SIBS AND KIDS

^J^rispanic
^rw
ware ne AS Week
%p
Bowling Green State University
April 2 - 7, 1990

Woanu
V

in one ;

IjnJky and otJiversitu

Saturday, April 7
Friday, April 6
"Latino Cultural Day"
12 - 2 pm Live Radio
Broadcast
and culinary sampling.
Union Oval
9 pm -1 am L.S.L'. Dance
and eniertainment
North East Commons
Admissions Si.00 with I.D.

^lud"%.

Recognition, Alumni Banquet.
and Awards Presentation
(By Invitation Only)
Elks Club. 200 Campbell Hill Road

Master of Ceremony:
-■ Vs-

S'^Jv/

Sam Ramirez. BGSU
Keynote Speaker: Juan Andrade.
Mid West Northeast
Voter Registration
Miguel Omelas Scholarship
Dance, SI0.00 at the door
Live Band: Juve Aldaco y Su
Grupo Musical "Variedad "

STANLEY JORDAN
TOMORROW APRIL 7 at 8:00 pm in
Kobacker Hall
Good Seats are still available at the
Kobacker Box Office, Finders Records, & Boogie Records.
Tickets are $15.50, '12.50, & '9.50

-S>*ronaorad £31*

^L a lino ^>tt**lmnt

Isfnion

($2.50 discount for students with a valid BGSU I.D.)

|

I
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Falcons open MAC season Ruggers host
. Baseball team looks to reverse last season's heartbreaking losses to OU
by Mike DrabenMott
. sports writer

Sorry, Michael J. Fox, but it's the Falcon
baseball team's turn to go Back to the Fu• tore.
Last season, BG entered its early-season
series against Ohio University wiih a 1M
' record and visions of an upper-division Mid' American Conference finish.
But the Bobcats literally swept the Falcons' hopes away by taking all four games,
two in extra innings, to start BG tumbling
1
toward its' dismal 6-26 MAC mark.
This season, however, the Falcons (13-6)
have a clean MAC slate and enter this weekend's OU series, which begins with a
doubleheader today, with last-season's
pungent taste still present on their tongues.
"All I know is that they beat us four times
' last year in four of the dog-gonest games I'■ ve ever been in," BG coach Ed Planer said.
" "I haven't forgotten them. I'm sure the
players remember — there's no question
about that."
Bobcat coach Joe Carbone said his youthful squad (10-10) enters the weekend without

last season on its mind. Instead, it will focus
exclusively at the job at hand — getting off
to a good conference start.
"The ball bounced our way last year,"
Carbone said. "But we're not playing good
baseball now. BG's got a very solid team this
year and playing them In their own backyard, we just want to be competitive."
History aside, BG will look to extend its
current four-game winning streak using the
same formula which has paced them so far
— good pitching and timely hitting.
Platzer said he will start sophomores Greg
Sharp (4-0. 2.14 earned run average) and
Corey Zielinski (1-0, 2.50) Friday, with Saturday's starters still undetermined. Vince
Metzger (2-1, 3.86), Derek Common (0-1,
3.31) and Dave Freese (3-1, 3.32) are possible Saturday starters.
Meanwhile, pitching has not been OU's
strong point.
"The starting pitching has been decent,
but the relievers are very young and have
struggled," Carbone said.
Carbone said his rotation should feature
Adam Redwine (1-1, 2.06) and Brian Young
(2-1, 4.83) Friday, with Bob Robinson (3-0,

*****************************************i
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3.90) and Mark Bradley (2-1, 3.67) likely
starting Saturday.
The Falcons, with a .289 team batting
average, have hit the ball successfully in
their last four games, averaging more man
10 runs a game during the span. Shortstop
Brian Koelling (.433 batting average) and
center fielder Jason Welch (.385, five
homers) have paced BG.
OU possesses a .270 team batting average,
with senior Matt Hudik (.366) and junior Tim
Thomas (.301, 3 homers, 17 runs batted in)
lead the Bobcat hitting corps.
Though BG has been successful in its' 19
"pre-MAC" contests, Platzer said it will
take a team effort to reverse last season's
sweep.
"We've had some good competition and
been in some very close games," Platzer
said. But we also realize that the MidAmerican Conference is (competitive) and
that we'll have to play our best all four
§ames this weekend. And we're intending to
othat."

********** ****************

The Nation's Best College Newspaper

MAC tourney
by Scott Gerhger
sports writer

The Bowing Green rugby team club will try to maintain seven years of dominance at the Mid American Conference Tournament of Champions Saturday.
The Falcps, who will be hosting the event for the fifth time
in eighteenyears, have swept both the junior and senior divisions sii
This yen competition will include Central Michigan,
Miami, Bal State, Western Michigan and Eastern Michigan.
AlthoughBG has dominated the MAC schools in the annual
tournament, Miami comes to the tilt ranked seventh in the Territorial Tof Ten of Midwest colleges and should prove ample
opposition.
The Rectkins, BG's long-time rival in the conference, also
have a disinguished history in the event winning six-straight
Momhips in the junior division from 1977-1982. Miamihas
won the sanior division four times in the existence of the
contest.
BowlingGreen enters the competition ranked fourth, but will
be lookini to advance with another conference championship
coupled qth last weekends victories over number one ranked
Ohio StaK and ninth ranked Slippery Rock in Columbus.
We
Eastern, Central and Ball State will all be looking
foritsfii ; titles in both divisions.
Playt {ins in the senior division at 11 a.m. as BG hosts CentralMic
». The ruggers showdown with Miami will start at
2p.rn.Gs' i resume Sunday at 10 a.m. as the Falcons encounterWe
i Michigan and conclude with Ball State at 1 p.m.
In the junior division, BG plays Central at noon and Ball
State at 3p.m. Saturday. The Falcons compete with Central at
noon andEastern at 2 p.m. Sunday.

****************************************************************************

Who defends
. / your right
to choose your own
way of life?
Libertarians believe that you have the right to pursue happlnew
ii you choose, to long u you do not UK force or fraud in your
dealings wMh other*- The law should protect the llbertiei of
all people-married and single, straight and gay conventional
and unorthodox-and should treat all individuals equally

The Libertarian Party
DEFENDERS OF LIBERTY
Call 353 1813 or 1 800 669 6542
IW8 Prnnsylvjnli Avraue. SE • Washington. DC 2000)

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
presents

THE CINCINNATI STARLIGHT CRUISE
Spring Formal 1990
If you've been waiting for an outof-the ordinary place to go, the
wait is over. Because the Alpha
Chi Omega Spring Formal is now
ready.
Imagine. An action-packed
evening where romance, fine
cuisine, and a starlight cruise are
there just for your asking.

Shelley Winter & Chris Price
Kelly A. Drake & Robert B. Foisy
Michelle Kohler & Phil Flauto
Karry Wojtak & Dave Jenkins
Jennifer J. Winstel & Stephen J. Rubsam
Christa Huthwaite & Mark Froelich
Patti Nelson & Brian McCarthy
Betsy L. Broski & Richard A. Morgan
Jill A. Brown & Matthew J. Barhorst
Jeannie Kelly & Brian Drought
Kristen Fea & Karl Kessler
Joyce Jenkins & Patrick Hatem
Suzanne Dager & Sean Digman
Allison Camahan & Brian Harootyan
Joanna Gerhardstein & David Thompson
Lisa Wagner & John Lane
Jenifer Ryder & Kevin Pelz
Teri Sementelli & Matt Hamulak
Elizabeth C. Fergusson & William C. Meyer III
Kris Cation & Jay Morgan
Cynthia Rand & Lane Gandee

And now you can enjoy all this,
provided you have received a
formal invitation from a sister of
Alpha Chi Omega. Remember,
"don't miss the boat!"
Laura Melton & Mike Dotton
Katrina Miller & Chris Brossia
Kelley C. Smith & Jeffrey W. Gies
Joan Ashcraft & Tom Timmel
Julia Shaw & Todd Panella
Erin Garvin & John Baker
Stacey Thomas & Bill Moraja
Linda Pfeil & Scott Doeringer
Lisa F. Everhart & Matt T. Orem
Karin Swade & Chuck Monroe
Sue Swade & Chris Weir
Kim Riecks & Jeff McGrew
Lynnann Genet & Jeff Rosenblum
Christina Crawford & Michael Tushman
Holly Harruff & Steve Simler
Heather Harruff & Keith Uhlman
Laurie Koehn & Chris Pohl
Amy Schlageter & Trent Berry
Denise Ladd & Brad Bannister
Joan Peters & Mike Roedig

It's the most spectacular social
event t* hit Cincinnati. And we've
made sore that Alpha Chi Omega
lives up to it's high standards with
our unque and special plans for
this evening.
So c»me aboard the "Cincinnati
Starliglt Cruise," where the Ohio
River becomes the Ohio Riviera.
/>

Andrea Shemberg & Shannon Brown
Darcie Tomko & Mark Madden
Saindra Koscinski & Mike Boitel
Lori Shollenberger & Fred Lord
Nelanie Katona & Rich King
Ca»lyn Jackmides & Rob Byler
rVmy Berry & Rick Mounts
"Una Corbo & Jeff Reinhart
Gina Main & Jim Frisch
Dawn Wilt & Scott Puffer
Amy Blank & Todd Creech
Ginger Hume & Rod Kronk
Jennifer Munn & Paul Reider
Jennifei Morse & Christopher Wittemore
Petti Kunar & Dave Krupinski
Joni Kreinbrink & Jon Stierhoff
Jennifer Martin & Matthew Westergren
Lisa Pipa & Jon Komar
Andrea Patti & Jay Skrobola
Jennifer A. Byrd & John C. Kenny
Niki Fike & H.T. Williams

Oh,howluctycanyouget!
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BG roundup Women netters go for 10 straight
Falcons will have to overcome obstacles in order to keep streak alive

Bowling Green Gymnast Mary Beth Friel will compete in the
NCAA regional championships at Ohio State Saturday at 7 p.m.
A sophomore, Friel was selected on an at-large baas to compete in
the all-around. Friel's season average of 37.04 was second-best
among the seven at-large selections.
Friel set the school record in the all-around earlier this season wit
a score of 37.2.
Freshman Robin Wall missed earning an at-large berth in the regional meet by .15.
As a team, the Falcons ranked higher than any other MidAmerican Conference opponent, but missed the meet by two spots.
D D D
The Bowling Green Softball team (4-14 overall, 2-0 in the MAC) will
look to build on its victories against Toledo on Tuesday when they
host Miami for four games today and Saturday.
Today's first game is scheduled to start at 2:00 p.m. Saturday,
they begin at 1:00 p.m.
D D D
The men's track teams will compete in the Miami Open Saturday.
Last Saturday, they finished second to Indiana in a five-team meet
held at Bloomington.In.

by Jamie Jow
sports writer

The women's tennis team will
look to continue its winning
streak when they compete in
three matches this weekend.
They have the possibility of
winning 10-straight matches if
they come out of this weekend
with a sweep.
The Falcon's streak started
during their Spring trip when
they went 6-0. Last Tuesday,
they won their seventh match
with a win over Kenyon.
But for the Falcons to win this
weekend, they will have to overcome key obstacles.
They won't have their No.l
singles player Carla Marshack
for Sunday s match with intrastate rival Akron because she is
the president of the Alpha Lambda Delta National Honor Society and will be presenting
awards in a ceremony for high
scholastic achievement of students in their first year of college.
The women may also be without the play of No.2 singles
player Nanette Zimmerman
who has been experiencing knee
problems.
Zimmerman will have an
examination today with her
trainer and it will be determined
if she can play in any of the
matches.

□ a a

The women's golf team will play in its first tournament of the
season when they travel to Bloomington, In. to compete in the Indiana University Invitational today and Saturday.
□ D D
The Falcon football team will play an intrasquad scrimmage Saturday at 9:45 a.m. at Doyt Perry Field.
If weather conditions not favorable, the game will be played on
their practice field.

Briefs
NEW YORK (AP) — Chicago's Michael Jordan, who averaged 36.4 points, 8.1 rebounds,
53 assists and 3.8 steals per
game while leading the Bulls to
a 12-3 record in March, was
named the NBA's Player of the
Month.
Jordan's biggest game of the
month was on March 28, when he
had career-highs of 69 points and
18 rebounds in a 117-113 overtime victory against Cleveland.
He followed that with 49 points
and 12 rebounds in a 107-106
overtime victory against New
York and also had a 45-point performance during the month.

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Lionel Simmons of La Salle, the
third-leading scorer in NCAA
Division I history, was named
the winner of the 14th annual
John R. Wooden Award as college basketball's outstanding
player.
Simmons, the 6-foot-6.
220-pound senior who averaged
26.5 points and 11.1 rebounds,
last week was named The Associated Press Player of the Year.
He received 1,174 points in the
balloting of 1,000 sports writers
and broadcasters from around
the country.

"If (the trainer) says I can
play, I would rather save myself
for Saturday against our MAC
opponent Ou, which is more important for post-season seeding." Zimmerman said. ■
It they lose Zimmerman then
they will only have five players
on Sunday, and be forced to forfeit one singles and one doubles
match.
The Falcon's biggest problem
may be the traveling. They must
play Youngstown State at home
today, travel to Ohio University
on Saturday and come back
home on Sunday to face Akron.
The netters defeated Ohio 6-3
in a close match but, lost in the
Mid-American Conference
Championships at the end of the
season.
"We should have a closer
match this year since we have
lost Kelly (King) and Cara
(Whalen) and might possibly
lose Nanette for all of the
matches," Coach Sheila Chiricosta said. "We beat Youngs-

GIFTS
CARDS
CANDY

favorite

FALCON TEAM!

at the

University Bookstore
Student Services Building

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

"The weather is expected to
be windy and cold and we are going to definitely use this to our
advantage and will equalize
both teams level of play since we
are used to playing in it," Orlando said.

Easter Goodies

Support your

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

and final time that Coach Dave
"Cotton" Stephenson travels to
BG.
"Cotton has been a great representative of the conference
and OU both on and off the
court," Orlando said. "For
someone who has put all of that
time Into the sport, it is sad for it
to all come to an end."
The Falcons will have a tough
test coming off of their 9-0 loss to
Michigan State last Tuesday.
OU has two top players in No.l
Etherage and No.2 Sabastian
and defeated the men last year
7-2.
Sabastian downed BG's No.l
singles player John Green earUer this year in the MAC Indoor
Championships.

town pretty well last year and
had a close match with Akron
6-3."
"Everyone has to pull
together and lift their games up
a notch, and should worry more
about who we have rather than
who we don't." Marshack said.
D D □
The men, on the other hand,
have a light one-match schedule
this weekend as they host Ohio
University Saturday.
This is a historic match for OU
since it will be the men's team
last match played in Bowling
Green due to the university discontinuing of the men's and
women's tennis teams.
It was announced Monday that
Ohio will be removing it's programs effective June 30, leaving
the school with 17 intercollegiate
sports.
"It's bad news for the conference reducing the conference to
only six teams," coach Gene Orlando said.
This match will mark the 18th

Mon - Fri

8 - 5:00

Closed Sat., April 14
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Paul... ft Carolyn

K... ft Hunums

Jamey... ft Patty

Davo... ft Dob

Tony... ft Meghan

Paul II... ft Cathy

Kon... & Mindy

Jay... ft Julio

Ron... ft Christy

Rocky... ft Bullwlnklo

Horbio... ft Bethski

Bob... ft Kim

John... ft Kristin

Jin... ft Suo

Ryan... ft Julia

Kon... ft Karon

Derek... ft Dawn

Tim... ft Carin
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Sugar... ft Spice
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Hensley
□ Continued from page 7.

ever played last week, Nicklaus seems to have his
game back, and be proved in '86 that he was capable of winning the event.
One needs look no further than Amen Corner
But, winning Seniors events is not comparable to
where boles numbered 11,12,13 come together to
winning the Masters. And although he is more than
form one of the most trying triangles outside of
capable of winning the tournament, this one is out
Bermuda.
of nis reach.
Many champions have entered this triad with
So finally, in the opinion of this desk, it boils
respectable sized leads only to find themselves out
of contention three holes later. For an example of down to three golfers who will make a run this
weekend.
its toughness, remember back to 1964 when Tom
Weiskopf kept hitting his tee-shot into the water on
Mark Calcavecchia, who finished second last
No. 12 until finally he was able to get it across
year, could be the upcoming star of this decade.
Rae's Creek en route to a 13.
One of the most consistent golf ers on the tour in all
But, the happenings in Amen Corner haven't
phases of his game, Calcavecchia has the skills
been all bad —just ask Larry Mize.
and the temperment to make a serious bid.
For it was on No. 11 in 1987 that Mize made his
memorable chip for a birdie in sudden-death to
Steve Ballesteros has already won it twice, but
ixlge out none other than Norman.
And this year promises much of the same as the the last time was seven years ago. But, Augusta
winner will once again be more of a survivor than National is perfect for the Spainard who is one of
the best players in the world if not the best in playanything else.
For Norman to be the champion, he will have to ing around the green. And on a course that makes
outlast one of the most talented fields in golf histo- the golfer play every type of shot possible, this
could spell a Masters hat trick for Ballesteros.
ry.
Paul Azinger, Curtis Strange, Fred Couples.
Tom Kite and Ben Crenshaw are all formidable
But everything aside, this one is going to Norchallengers from the American side of the Atlan- man. So many times he has been close but hasn't
tic.
been able to slam the door shut when in the lead. In
And offering an overseas flavor are the likes of
'86 Nicklaus came from behind to nip him. In '87
last year's winner Nick Faldo and Ian Woosnam.
Mize pulled off a miracle. But, this is a new decade
But. with those names aside, the majority of the and Norman's frustration will end when he puts on
3'es this weekend will be on the Golden Bear, Jack the Green Jacket at approximately 7 p.m. Sunday.
Icklaus.
After all, this is a month for Shark alerts.
After winning the first Seniors Tour event he
Don Hensley is a sports writer for The News.

BG's Oldest and Finest Pizzeria

$1 OFF ANY PIZZA
Free Delivery
Expires 4-30-90

pgjgp^

352-5166

Not valid with any other offer

Greenbriar Inc.
UJe will be leasing the following
locations for the Foil of 1990
• East Merry Avenue Apartments - 522 E. Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Ave., 542 &
560 Frazee Ave.
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 ThursrJn, 624. 670
(will have new carpeting), 656 Frazee Ave.
• Buff Apartments-1470 & 1490 Clough St.
• Campbell Hill Apartments- 3 Bedrooms

•
ASSISTANT EDITORS
Gale Oesearcn re . a maioc pa»sner
of isieience oooks tor idares worlOwide. is seewng cotxJooies lot eoioroj positions to Oo research ana writing tor on Dooks Bocnetor s Oegree
in English, language or Humanities is
highly preterrea college course work
and interest m uterature of many perioas is reau«ea These are entry level
positions that otter oOvoncement opportunities Our oenetit pockoge includes tiexiDie working rours. medical, dentol. optical ana presciplon
drug insurance, tuition assistance,
and paid time on Detween Christmas
ond New Year's it interested pease
send resume, college transcript (it
available] along with o typewritten,
nonretunooie enposilory writing
sample 01 o «terary nature (no lournolism articles, poetry or short stores]
with salary requirements to
Editorial Positions
College Recruiters
GALE RESEARCH. INC
Penooscot EMdng
Detroit. Ml 48226
An Equo1 Opportunity Employer Wf

Lewis' future bright
TUCSON, Aril. (AP) — When
Mark Lewis emerged from Ohio
high school baseball as the No. 2
selection in the nation in major
league baseball's 1968 draft, he
set his sites on playing with the
Cleveland Indians as soon as
possible.
Now a highly regarded shortstop in Cleveland's minor league
system, Lewis expects to open
this season with the CantonAkron Indians of the Class AA
Eastern League.
"I expect to be in the big
leagues by the end of this year,
he said at Cleveland's spring
training camp. "And I hope to
get a full shot next year."
The Indians' organization
wants to bring Lewis along
gradually, although he has been
impressive this spring.
'"Defensively, mark is ready

for the big leagues right now.1
said Johnny Goryl. Indians director of minor league field
operations. "He has had some
trouble hitting a breaking ball,
but that will come. He lust needs
more at bats as a pro.
Lewis played seven games at
Canton last season, afer playing
most of the season at Class A
Kinston, in the Carolina League,
where his season was interrupted by a stress fracture in his
right leg that sidelined him for a
month.
He batted .269 with one home
run, 32 RBIs and 17 stolen bases
in 93 games at Kinston.
By the end of the season, the
6-foot-2 Lewis weighed Just 160
pounds.
"That was my first full season
in pro ball ana I didn't realize
bow physically demanding it

was," Lewis said. "In high
school I played about 30 games a
year. Last year. I missed a
month and still played 100
games. I was really tired by the
end of the year."
Lewis said he learned not to
ignore what he eats.
"Last year was my first full
summer away from home and
my mom's cooking. I've learned
you've got to take care of yourself and make sure you eat the
right things."
He spent his winter in weight
training and built himself up to
194 pounds.
Lewis also said he has been
learning how to hit with a wooden bat. At Hamilton High
School, in Hamilton, Ohio, he
was a power hitter with a .600
batting average using an aluminum bat.

Reds' Myers creates fun
PLANT CITY, Fla. (AP) — The
Cincinnati Reds are finding reliever Randy Myers' antics in
the bullpen more worrisome
than hispitching.
The Reds obtained the fireballine left-hander from the
New York Mets in an off-season
trade that sent reliever John
Franco to New York.
Myers has already attracted
attention in the Reds' clubhouse
for bringing in military fatigues
and real-looking grenades. During a slow period in the bullpen
the other day, be organized a
croquet game, played golf with a
resin bag and took a circular
tour of the grounds on a mini-

bike.
Returning from business
elsewhere, Reds bullpen coach
Larry Rothschild was chagrined.
"I leave for five minutes, and
look what happens," Rothschild
told Myers. "What do I have to
do? Chain you to the fence?"
The $875,000 pitcher complements rignt-handed firebailer
Rob Dibble and left-hander
Norm Charlton in Cincinnati's
talented bullpen. Last year, the
trio combined for 327 strikeouts
in 282 innings.
Before baseball presented itself as a livelihood, Myers said
he considered working as a ma-

chinist or auto mechanic. He enjoys baseball, but said he could
leave it at a moment's notice.
"I go back to reality for four
months a year," Myers said.
"My perspective of life hasn't
changed at all. If I wasn't here,
I'd probably be playing In a
Softball tournament.
"Some guys like to be out
here. Well, I hate shagging fly
balls before games. I hate it, because all you do is stand
around," Myers said. "But it's
part of the job, so I do it. I know
this is a fantasy for a lot of people, but to me, baseball is just a
job. I'd be happy making $15,000
a year. It wouldn't bother me."

Hispanic Awareness Week
Friday, April 6th NEW LOCATIONS
1. Food and Music Festival, Prout Lounge
2. LSU Dance 9 -1 am in the Amani Room

ALL ARE WELCOMED

Coll or Stop in for o Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses

352-0717
224
E. Wooster St.

Hours:
M-F
9a.m.-5p.m.
Sat. Oa.m.-lp.m.

IV^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^AAAAAAAAA

WANTED!
BGSU's most qualified
students as
ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
for

The BG News
If you are a sett-motivated,
results-oriented person,
YOU
have the potential to be
one of the highest paid
students on campus.
All majors encouraged to apply.
Must have own car.
Applications and job descriptions
available at 214 West Hall.
DEADLINE: April 6. 5 p.m.

Press here for a great
data processing career.
The right time. The right place.
State Farm is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data
processing, computer science or
math background, there may be
a very special career opportunity
waiting for you in one of the
largest corporate data processing facilities in the country.
There are actuarial and auditing jobs open, too.

Blue Chip. Green light. State
Farm is one of America's leading
insurance companies. Through
innovative marketing and a proud
service tradition it has become
the nation's leading auto and
homeowner's insurer, and one of
the top life insurance companies
in the country.
You'll receive expert training.
You'll work on state-of-the-art

data processing equipment You'll
go as far and as fast as you can.
Ybu couldn't have a more solid
base to build a career on.
Contact your Placement Director.
Our Recruiter will be on campus
April 10,1M0
Or write Ron Prewitt, Assistant
Director, Home Office Personnel
Relations, One State Farm Plaza,
Bloomington, Illinois 61701.

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES Horn* Ofl>c« Noomtngton. lllinoii An Equol Opportunity Employ*
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•Phi Kappa Pal •
Congratulations to the loaowmg Brothers
on the* recently elected postpone.
Crak) McLaughlin . HoMorien
Keith Weieman Social Che.
JarlCoUnson Social Chair
JeftOiekayzk Pledge Education
Chris DiRenzo Pledge Ed .Rush
•PhiKappa Pal...*

Congratulations to the winners ol the 3rd
Annual Alpha XI Delta-Kappa Sigma
Tricycle Racea
•let Place
Chi Omega and Pi Kappa Alpha
• Spirit AwardAlpha Gamma Delta a Phi Mu
Thank you to al who participated and to those
whose support made our phHentrophy a huge
succeee1

UnlOraphlca
211 Waal Hal
372-7418

•PhiMu'PhiMu
Robbie
Gat Paychad for Blowout1
Promise to rush with ma pictures'
Mlcheee
•PhiMu ■ PhlMu

Debbie Lamp
Good luck on your compa thla weekend and
with your fob search' Ware behind you 10OHI
-The Placement Assistants and Tom

BG CLUB VOLLEYBALL
m action at home

CENTER FOR CHOICE H

Apr) 4 Men State Tonight
Apr! 6 Ohio Weeleyen Friday
Apr) 11 TOLEDO Wednesday
Al Stan at 8PM
At A/vtMrBOn Ar •na

' Abortions thru I 7 weeks
• Morning alter treatment
Al personal and private
Proud to be Pro-Choice
16 N Huron St .Toledo OH

•PhlMu• PIHMuTodd
Ohh baby you...
Gat psyched lor Blowout'
Hove you

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

RESUMES

•HUN FOR THE EARTHApril 21. 1990
5K • Prut* • T-shirt
Reglater TODAY at 124 Hayes
Sponsored by Environmental kit Group

from your typewritten copy or
compatible Macintosh program
$15 lor one page.
Don't put H oft any longer!

A.M.A. HAPPY HOURS thla Friday, April t,
(-9pm at Downtown , 14 membera; S3 nonmam bars.
21 and over
Coma and loin the partyl!

Quality typeeet or

1-255-7769
Car Wash
Doe* your car need a ma spring cleaning?
Woman In Communications wi wash your car
thai Saturday. Aprs 7 from 10am-4pm at the
Marathon Station. E Wooeter. WICI members
We need volunteers to help wash cars. H you
can. caNJanna at 2-1231 or enow up Saturday"
Don't have anything to do with your Hfle U> thla
weekend? Coma down and party with us at Dry
Docfc9pm-lam Fun. games a dancing al included at no coat See you there
Don't mias the concert by Jaw Guitartat
STANLEY JORDAN Sal Apr 7 at 8pm
in Kobacker Hall Tickets aval. Kobacker
Box Otllce Mon Frl 12-6pm Also at Finders
A Boogie Records Spon by UAO. Co" ol
Musical Arts A Cultural Events Committee
Tickets $15 50. $12 50. « $9 50
(S2 SO discount w' vaM BQSU ID)
Qamaa Msrathan
To ralee money lor me Link Food Pantry
Saturday. April 7 Noon lo Midnight
at the Otl-Campus Student Center
For more alto call 372-8818 or 372-2873
Oat the Scoop on
Career Options tor Education Majors
Monday Apr! 9 7:00 PM
115Ed
Speaker: Pam Alan
Sponsored by EESAB
Join the Party ol the 90s as the CAMPUS DEMOCRATS organize for next year Members
have already gotten to meet Tony Celebreeze
and his running mate Gene Branatool. and are
looking forward to an exciting campaign In the
tan Next meeting Thursday, April 12th at 4:30
n the Union Faculty Room
PHI ETA SIGMA
Al Members
Happy Hours
Friday. Apn) 8
Casakty'a
6 00-8 00 PM
Saturday Morning Program For
Youth wHh Disabilities
Saturday Apr! 7
Group I: 10:45 Meal at Rec Center
Group II: 10 45 Meet at Hayes Hal
Group III: 9 45 Meet al Hayes Hal
T-SHIRT PAINTING
Pick your own words and have them painted In
a smany languages as you desire World Student Association sponsors its annual T-shirt
painting Frl. April 6( 10 00-4 00) Union foyer
T-Shlrta costs $5
Come and gal your International T-shirt
The next Student Council lor Exceptional Children's meeting will be Sunday April 8 at 8 PM In
406 Ed Bunding See you there1 Thla «/■ be the
last meeting of the year
WOMEN FOR WOMEN
presents
KATE CLINTON, " tume.Ut''
(feminist humorist!I
Apr! 8. 1990, 8pm . Joe E Brown Theatre
Tickets $8-12. at the door
Co-sponsors Woman's Studies Program. Student Activities Organization. Lesbian and Gay
Alliance. Kohl Hal, Founders. MacDonakJ
Complex. Otfenhauar Towers A Lavender Trie-

Typmg 1.36 pat page 3540371
TYPING SERVICES $1 /Page
Cal Marty at 352-1251
TYPMG SERVICES
Reasonable rates with accuracy.
Cal 352-3967 Irom SAM to 9PM
WORD PROCESSING
SI 25'page
Karen 874 1573 Perryaburg

PERSONALS

LOST & FOUND
FOUND WOMEN'S RING ON THURSDAY.
MARCH 29TH NEAR UNION OVAL CALL
DENEEN 354-4644 DESCRIPTION NEEDEO
LEAVE MESSAGE IF NO ONE'S THERE
Loal: black and white female cat Vary special
pet 354-7727 or 362-7339
LOST Diamond Cluster ring lost In Union 3rd
floor ladles room. Please cal 363-8768. Sentimental Value!
Loal: Long, gray wool men'a coat w( keys,
leather gloves Loat let floor Payed Bug H
found please return to Psych Office or cal
353-6972

SERVICES OFFERED
Need a caring reeponee
to your pregnancy concerns?
Cal BG PREGNANCY CENTER
at 354 HOPE
For info on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supporting services

2nd Annual FUI Ultimate Frisbee Classic
Sal April 7 11 00 AM
BQSU Intramural Fields
Featuring LOVESTREET
tor Info 372-8331
2nd Annual FUI Ultimata Frisbee Oaealc
Sal April 7 11 00 AM
BOSU Intramural Fields
Featuring LOVESTREET
for Wo 372-8331
Adoption. Happily married couple of 14 years
We promise your chad a loving home and financial security Devoted, stay home mom. Caring
dad and one tug sister. Al medical an d legal
expeneeapaio Call collect 1 822-9288
Alpha Gams Bale 500 Safari
Gat Paychad

Don't have anything lo do with your eWe sib thla
weekend? Coma down and party with us at Dry
Deck 9pm-1am Fun. games. & dancing al included at no cost See you there
DZ • SUSAN FRANK • OZ
It a bean 6 mta now. and things Hist keep getting better. Gat ready for Island and May 6!
Love Akvaya. Your F* Man

What 7th Annual SAE Bad Racee
Whan: This Friday, April 8, at 5:00 PM
Where: Rldga St. In front of Math Science
Why: All proceeds bonefti "The Link"

AGO Safari Spirit Is Qrreet!
BetaSOO
Safari Sooo Good
, ADD Beta 500
Alpha Gams Beta 500 Safari
Gat Paychad

"COUNRTY PIG ROAST II"
•••••2»K£0»
FEATURING BLITZEN
••••fatoirdayApiiir""
Wood County Falrgrounda

AQD Safari Spirit Is Qrrastl
■eta 500

•"KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA"'
Congratulations Amy Booth on your lavalienng
to Sigma Phi Epailon Bnan Beck, (p a It's about
time1)

Alpha Gams Beta 500 Salad
GalPaychad

• "KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA" •
Congratulationa Beanda for being chosen aa a
marnbat ol Mortar Board You deaarveH' .
•"KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA" Congratulations Anne Carieton on your lavallering to Sigma Phi Epsilon Kevin Coughkn!
•"" Sigma Nu Sweetheart" •
TEBRI QRUBER
Congratulations roommate, now It is your turn to
be a sweetheart!
Love - Your roomie Coseen
"GAMMA PHI BETA"
WE LOVE OUR VIP'S
• -GAMMA PHI VIP'S"
WE'RE BEHIND YOU 100%

Sararl Sooo Good
AQD Beta 500

AQD Salarl Spirit Is Qrraetl
BetaSOO
Safari Soo Good
A00 Beta 500
Alpha XI Delta Kappe Sigma
Fantastic job on the tncycle race!
Gamma PI Gamma
Amy V or r a bar
I want to lhank you for -ha beat 12 months of
my We. I hope we have many more. Happy Annlversary' See you when I gat back from LA I
Love You!
Love Always.
Daniel
Asaorted atytes. preprinted BQSU shirts.
2OS-50S off Jeansn-Thmgs531 Ridge St

"MS...UI"
Good Luck this weekend at REGIONALSI I
wish I could be there to watch you dazzei the
Judges but I will delmately be back to celebrate"'
Love ya- Caroline
p.s I mean Carolina

ATTENTION ALLISON CARNAHAN
Have a wonderful birthday and I hope the rest of
your days are filed with happiness as mine are
whan I am with you Formal wW be great and
yea Hon, the watting is over
With al my Love.
Brian
pa No more April Fool s Day lokes allowed

* * Sharon Damaron- •
Congratulationa on your engagement! You A
Matt deserve the best"
Luv. Jenny

AXO'AXO SHELLEY WINTER AXO" AXO
and
Chris Crawtord
Congrats lor highest Big L.I G P A
We're so proud of you both Keepupthe
Good Work! Love, your AX Slaters

■ Adas. Nance. Dez.ATnsh*
Thanks so much lor a great "Spring Break
1990i" in Dayiona Always remember Bonus.
Boxatroga. B. Sunscreen, and Free tshlrts.
where?
-Your other roomie
• DONNA AMATO •
Thanka for a fun year! You did a great fob!
•The OSEA Fundraising Committee
•GammaPM • Fur
Porno and Eric
HOLY FUI! Hey. what's the paaaword? Formal
Is going to be aa wad and crazy aa Dayiona
causa Jerry said so' So gal paychad!
Love Ya' Kitty and Karl
•Jackie StokerHappy Birthday. Wacky!
We Love Youi
Lisa. Kelly. Beth, turn, Pam,
Kim, Mika. Tnsh Juke. Matt. Keith
■KRISTEN LEBER * ALLISON CARNAHAN*
To two vary awesome roomies. Happy Birthday! Krislen you are now LEGAL and Alison.
you have been legal lor awhee now. HaHal We
love you lots!
-Mchele > Wendy
pa. Congratulationa. Krlsten. for making It into
physical therapy school We're proud of you
■PM Kappa Pal-Kappa Kappa Gamma0 J . Gel psyched for a
roghl ol eloquence
Hertue
Alpha Phi - ZBT
Vilo. Sherlock. S the King of Tacky
MISSION ACCOMPLISHED
TnaTaz^TourtMa

Help WFAL ralaa II tor lha Ronald McDonald
Children'! Charity with the 2nd Annual
WFAL Volleyball Toum with all proceeds going to R.M. Children'a Charity. Taama may
conalal ol up to 7 people (coed or not), but
only 6 may play al one given lime. See WFAL
lor rules. Entry Fee 115. Capt. sign up at 31
Waat Hall- Faa needed et lima ol signup. Any
? Call Paula or SurJe 2-21(5. See them tor
Sign-up. Tournament data Is April 21-Sat al
Rec Center. Sign up by April 10.
HeyB
Thanks for always sstemng and being tolerant of
ma You ARE the best roommate and I'm gonna
miss not lying with you next year Congretuieliona on your scholarships'
Lova Ya. CP S You got a personal
Hey BETA THETAPIIIII

FLU'S GET LIVEI
FIJI'S GET LIVE!
FIJI'S GET LIVEI

Ih. Slaters of PI BETA PHI are
PSYCHED tor
•ETA SOO
VROOMIIVROOMII

Games Marathon
at the Off-Campus Student Center
Saturday. Apr! 7 Noon to Midnight
For more Into cal 372-8915 or 372-2573
Games Marathon
at the Oft-Cempua Student Canter
Saturday. Apri 7 Noon to Midnight
For more mto cal 372-8915 or 372-2573
GAMMA PHI BETA VIP'S 11

"9-.
World Swaetahlrt
World Student Aaaoc 's sweatshirt lor this year
la now available to be ordered Hurry before
they're al gone. Nice deargn for only $11. To
order, contact Manuel at 372-6221.

OMM

• PhiMu- PhiMu"

DO THE BETA THINGI
DO THE BETA THING!
DO THE BETA THINGI

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet
there anytime from Cleveland. Detroit, or Chicago for no more than $229. or Irom the East
Coaal for no more than $160 with AtRHITCH aj
(aa reported m Consumer Reports. NY Times. A
Lets Go'] For details cat 212-864-2000 or
write AIRHITCH. 2790 Broadway. Sle 100.
New York. NY 1O025

GET READY FOR SUMMER
15 % off al non-prescription sunglasses
Drs Beetle A Archer, Inc.
1022 N Prospect
Serengeti" Neons
Ray Ban * Vuamet
Carrara - Flourescents
GRADUATING PIG ROAST STAFF
APRIL 7 IS HERE! DON'T THINK YOU ALL
WON'T BE LEGENDS AFTER THIS EVENT.
HOPE YOU'LL COME BACK NEXT YEAR FOR
"PRJ ROAST III, -COUNTRY BUCK WHO?"
WE'LL MISS YOUI • CITY BETSY AND GANG.
HAPPY

B-DAY

TO PAULETTE BACKSTROM
ALL RIGHT "P-NICE" YOUR 23
DRUNKER THAN DRUNK, WE ALL WILL BE.
TOGETHER WE STAND. DIVIDED WE FALL
LET'S GET DRUNK AND HAVE A BALLI
LOVEYALOTSI!
YOUR GIRL BAY-BAY

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JACKIE'
WILL THE PHANTOM STRIKE AGAIN?
LOVE. KITTY AND MIKA
P.S. JUST KIDDING'
Congratulationa on being accepted to the University ol Northern Colorado with the N.S.E.
Love Ye.
Don
p.s. Sesyouon**iea|opea.

Kappe Kappa Gemma
Karen Jones
I had a dekghrlul experience at your formal I
joyously anticipate your presence at mme thia
evening.
Lova,
Matlxoxo
p.s A moat unexpected gift awaita you'
KAPPA KARNECongratuletions on your lavalering 10 Matt the
Dew (Ha! Just a Joke)
KAPPAS
era
PSYCHEO
tor
BETA!
KKQ • KKQ ■ KKG
Angle. Kathy A Angie.
We're so excited about your initiation thla
weekend st Hltodatai Congratulations'"
Love, your Kappa Slaters
KKQ Anne Carieton KKG
Congrats on your Sig Ep lavalierlng lo Kevin
Coughkn' It's nice lo know that some Lutheran
north gate can break away from "the gang!".
I Love You.

Ceroene

BGSU Brother and Sister shirts Jeana-n-Thnga. 531 Ridge St
Boo Bear:
To the bast "little alblng" In the world! Oat excited for a great weekend at BGSU I love you
buddy'
Mary
Bring In summer merchendiee arriving defy.
l-n-Thlnga. 531 Ridge St
Bryan "Rat" Gamer
HappyBeenhdayl
Love, Andrea

Only $18 95
Check your meatinx I
Order your 1990 Key TODAY
OnlySISBS
Check your meabox!
PHI ETA SIGMA
Atletnion al member a
Bring a friend lo Caaaktya thla Friday Enjoy
free pizza, drinka. and door prizes'
PHI ETA SIGMA
Al members Invited to
Happy Hours at Caaaktya
thla Friday Door prize raffle and free pizza!
Phi Sigma Keppe - Phi Sigma Kappa
The brothers ol Phi Signs Kappa would
kke lo congratulale
forbslngaloplOflnalatlor
Outatandaig Senior
Phi Sigma Kappa - Phi Sigma Kappa
PNSagmaKappTa
Thank you so much for helping us wrth rush
practice lest weak We had slot ol tun'
Lova.
The Alpha Xia
Phi Sigma Kappe - Phi Sigma Kappa
Phi SHJ Outstanding Associate
of the week
Greet lob with Intramuralai
Phi Sigma Kappa • Phi Sigma Kappa
Phi Sigma Kappa - Phi Sigma Kappa
Only I 4 more days until
Chartering Weekend'
PM Sigma Kappa
Gamma Saptaton Chapter
"Do what othera dream about!"
Phi Sigma Kappa - Phi Sigma Kappa
Phi Sigma Kappa-Phi I
We are proud of our'
Initiation is only two weeks away'
Keep up the hard work'
Phi Sigma Kappa - Phi Sigma Kappa
Phi Sigma Kappa • Phi Sigma Kappa
Congratulations to our March
Phi Sig of the Month
Dave Brandt
Greet Job on the can drive'
Phi Sigma Kappa-Phi Sigma Kappa
Phi Sigma Kappe - Phi Sigma Kappa
Congratulations to our February
Pm Sig of the Month
Sean Bull
Keep up the good work
Phi Sigma Kappa - Phi Sigma Kappa

KKGa • Sigma CNa • Kappe Siga
The Alpha Gems are excited for our' Lime Sibs"
4-way with you al"

Prime time
doaa
Hard lime

NKOTB-KAREN-NKOTB
I'm glad you came up to vieit. You're the neeteat
staler on the block
Jennie

Sharon Damaron
Congratulationa on your engagement to Matt' I
wieh you two all the beat'
Lori

Serious people to lose weight or earn money.
Nutritional weight loss Cal 837-B041.

continued on p. 12

Chi Omega Midnight Masquerade
Saturday April 7, 1990

X?

AXO-AXO-Senior Pip AXO'AXO
9 00 Apr! 4
Bring yourself! Let'e honor our
SENIORS

AXO "BETA-AXO "BETA
Thurs. April 12
8:00
Cookoutbma!
Lets gat paychad tor BETA 5001

Order your 1990 Kay TODAY

KKQ LIL' ANGIE BARR KKG
Congratulationa on Initiation' Your Big and your
slaters are proud ol youl
Loyaly. Usa

AXO• AXO Wendy Gradwohl AXO • AXO
Congratuiettons on being selected as Pal Chi
President' You're awesome'
Lova.
Your AX Siatera

AXO • AXO • AXO • AXO • AXO
Congratulates our University Ambasaadora
Rhonda Feltman
Jenn Morse
KrishnFee
AXO • AXO • AXO • AXO • AXO

Order your 1990 Kay TODAY
OrHy$!8 95
Check your maahoxl

Man Tlum X Roderick Shane Wood

Belli Jacobs X Mike Bacass

Missy Szabo X lirent Baumgarlner

Suzanne Downend X Mark Auhle

Jill Thompson X Erie Rees McCloskey

Slac) l.uehrke X Russ Eckard

Kim Weiss X Jim Doyle

Lisa Hahersioek X ( had Sulli\an

Renee Weiss X Jamie Allen

Katie Jirik X Kevin Klieman

A ni} Slat I X Rodney Thomas

T.mily Rohardt X Brian Acklin

tlena Peters X Greg McCoy

Amy Brit Ion X Roh Terris

Nancy Marquardl X Jay Br/e/inski

Jill Davis x /../. Koppelman

Nicky I'ohlmann X John Holt

Amy O'Neal X Mike Barrett

Christie 1 illihridne X Trie I'reston

Mindy Wicker! X John Hancock

Beth Rutgers X Andy Connelly

Michelle Ross X Bill Malejka

Chris Sehulte X Malt Specht

Maureen Ryan X John Sweeney

Cindy Brlngman X Mike Blum

Angle Habegger X Jon Vies

Jennifer Berry X Dale Trait

Anne Williams X Brian Brace

l.aney Bender X Jay Slack

Anissa (He X Date Sears

Missi Day X Dave Schultz

T.rika Ofl'enhachcr X Jamie Newcomer

Jill Tournier X Ken Novak

Deanna Tritisonno X Kevin Whalen

Rohin Casl X Rodney Brandt

Tncl Jenkins X Michael (hallos

Usa Robinson X V/cIf ( enci

Chris 1 ee X Tommy Myers

1 aura Docherly X Chris (•rccnuall

1 ricia /ellman X Date Stanlon

Kelly Brock X Joe Dale

Jessica Bicklcy X Brian Bailey
(iimpy X Buffalo Jim

.
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SOLD I.—IJershipTlpoftrioWeek
Nothing wa have meaning uMrnaMy Nothing
wa even mean tomorrow what 14 rM today.
Meaning changaa with tha oontaxl My meaningtulneee la HEBE It la anough that I ma*. •
difference NOW ."
-Hugh Prathar. Notes to Myaall
Studant OrganUaltona Laadarahlp Davatopmant
Were S O L D OnLeedershe'
Sa« what you'd look tot m a numMr of vtaus!
airpanmanta Naw raaretytee. a dMarant hair
color a coamatlc makaovar ate. Wt uaa tha
rataat m computar Imagery to produce mis
unique A exerting service a attar you've made
your chorcee wa even provide a color photo
Cat 3540408 tor app't $20. $15 with student I D
SHEILA THOMAS
Saturday la almoat tiara Oat ready tor a great
erne at tha aarrx-formal and maybe a surprlee or
two Happy Beetled 2let Birthday
Moron
ShtJII Herman
Good LucK this weekend mentor' Youl be
great, as always' Love, den
SlgEp
whs: • seniors of Sigma Phi Epelkxi
what a 50 hour Pinochle Marathon
where Tha Sigma Phi Epsl Ion House
whan: 3pm April 5, to 5pm April 7
why To raise tl tor American Heart Fund
Stop by and land your eupport. Donations are
welcome.
SlgEp

SlgEp
who • seniors of Slgms Phi EpslIon
what a 50 hour Pinochle Marathon
where The Sigma Phi Epsl Ion rtouee

whan: 3pm April 5. to 5pm April 7
why: To rsise 31 tor American Heart Fund
Slop by and sand your eupport. Donattona are
welcome.
SkjEp
SrgEp's
Wa can't wait tor our Tea tonight Oat ready lor
a greet time'
Love.
The Alpha Xl'a
Slgms Chi JP Sigma CM
A very special Happy 20th Birthday wish ia sent
your way You are such a "neat" person You
■earn something naw everyday. Yeah. okay.
whatever' HaHa'
-Winterfroah
Softball See eon la herel
Quarters Cale Class 0 ASA sanctioned tourna' merit April 28 1 29 Cel Mark at 353-8735 lor
details
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT OVERSEAS! Spend
this summer working and trying in Ireland.
Franca. Germany. Greet Britain. Coeta Rica,
jamarca. or New Zealand Thai unique, reseetlc
opportunity la open to both undergrad and
grad students ol al majors International meeting Wed . April 11. BA 1011. Sponaored by
UAO Travel Committee
Summer Job? Not Yet?
"HOW TO FINO YOUR OWN
CO-OP OR INTERNSHIP''
Buaineaa Majors
April 1 Oth 8 OOPM • 101 BABtdg
Arts A Sciences Majors
April 16th 8 OOPM 101 BABtdg
Cel Co-op Office 372-2451 lor delate
>;«UPPORT GROUP STARTING FOR STU'"-JJENTS WHO ARE CURRENTLY OR HAVE IN
''.THE PAST EXPERIENCED DRUG OR ALCO' JHOL PROBLEMS. CALL MsXE ATtOISO.
Sweatpents and hooded awaalahirta S9.00.
;*. - Jeanan-Thmga. 531 RKkja SI
i^;The Brothera ol Phi Kappa Teu would like to
V -congratulate Chuck Whrtecar and Krlaty BVd on
*•'their recant lavasermg

The Orea* C.A.R.E. Fair
Aprllo, Uto In City Part
1:00-5:00 pm
Don't Ml as HI
THETACHI
Tha Brothera of Theta Chi would eke to congratuMa Paul' Pmto Comae on ha tavalering
to J«i>nnif*B>f P#(taDon#
THETACHI
THETACHI
The Brothera ol Theta Chi
would like to congratulate
Tom Meddock on hla pinning
to Alpha Phi Linda Pond.
THETACHI
To a" 2nd .aero.,.*, Lite
CSP grad students
Good luck on your compa Saturday. You al era
aweeome' Thanks for aj of your encourage,
merit and support' I'm reety going to mrea you
all Good luck in your tob search tootanap.
anap!)
Love. Student Mabee
Td al Windsor Bound PJ Partlers.
Gel reedy to Sip-n Sing the night eway
because we have to party our own - -way
We wal begrn by having our tropical drink
then we wH bar hop tin wa sink
We wa be G to G the whole night through
thrs is cause we do what we want to do
My friends wil be coming al from Chicago
so tats show them that we are tha
BEST BE PARTIER COMBO'
So got peyched lor April21. 1890
Love. Heather
To: The Six Pack
Keep up the great work! Only one month left.
Wa love you atJ
TTKA Car Wash
at Mld-Am Bank on Wooater
Saturday, April 7,10-4
WAAA-You Peel
Ctv-O Chl-O its Smltty-O
Beueer equal 04
(taken Slakon knows amenl
Wa know 4 guys who ain't so nice
Tim I Ouai 5 Dave » Dice
II al started with 6 tickets unsold
tha real of that story win remain untold
Off to tha rec to ahcot hoopa oh what tocka
they blow off homework to alack wooden

Nook)
All lolling aside they're "innocent" chape
we're always given Dave s good-bye alapa
Thinking they were tunny "el ahaque da amor"
that sign beionga on someone elee's door
With revenge in mmd we el rrve in fear
wait lor phony cale about tree sex a beer.
We hope you've enjoyed thla tree rhyme
remember thta saga wa intensify with time.
We Love You Guys.
Mar. Nickel. Ed. Slacker. Sul. Robyn. Okie

WANTED

1 GRAD or STAFF non-smoker needed to share
apt with studious 30 yr. old grad student
S187/mo, own room, avail, fal sem . vary
close to campus Cel Chrrstopher 3532555
1 male roommate tor aummer and/or 90-91
school year summer rent S50/mon. Frazea
AveApt Call 353 7994
1 rmmte needed for 90-91 achool year. 705
7th St Apt $9. Reaaoneble rent tor specious
apt Prefer non-amoking rmmte For more Info
cel 353-1952 Aak for Peggy or Suzanne.
2 non smoking lamalai for 4th St. apt. for next
achool year S120/month a utatlea. Cel
353-9338. aak tor Kety
COOK
tor sorority chapter at BGSU Person reeponsl.
bte tor kmcrvdinner Prepare tor approx. 46
women For Into cel: Oeb 372-3895

Amy needa one or two roommates lor the summer mala or ferrate couplee welcomed 710
seventh St Ourel Greet landlord 1 rm a S220
2 rm la $148 Al utatlea Included except elec■
tncrtylonryJIOl
Cat 354-4073
F rmt to share apt oxpeneea lor Fal '90 own
bedroom > bath. air. disnwaaher Cel Kety
352-3497
Female roommate needed for summer: near
campus can 1-513-492-9570 (Mrat) or
3538449
FOX RUN APT.
Two female suCkaeeers needed AC, waahar'dryer rjahwaaher Eaay Ivtngl $300.00
entire summer! Ca« 354.8513 ask for Rhonda
or Heidi
LIFEGUARDS WANTED
Seesonel work avertable at Portage Quarry Rec
CM) Mual bring current Red Croea Certfrca.
hon card (otherwiae you wfl not have an Interview) Apply In person at T-Souare Graphics.
121 S Mem St . BO
Looting tor a Summer teb?
IrvmgeNY Del Of Put-In-Bay. OH
a raring!
ff you enkry having a good time yel strl need a
peace to work. fnring's a the place tor you1 Pay
a S3 75/hr a tree housing II mierealed oat
Qepplaat 354 8322
Need 3 temalea to sublet our house' Close to
campus, furnished, air condttlon.ALL utilities
paid except electric1 Cel 354-8315
Need to subleaae 2 bedroom apt for aummer
Ooee to campus $305 ptua utatlea Cel
353 3575alter 7 OOPM
Needed-one ferrate roommate to rent 2 bdrm
apt '90-91 achool year. Close to campua,
Inexpensive
For information please call

372 1889 or 372-1691

Applications are being accepted
far
SUMMER 1990 BO NEWS EDITOR
FALL 1»»0 80 NEWS EDITOR
1000-11 0AVEL EDITOR
1001 KEY EDITOR
1990-91 MISCELLANY EDITOR
1000-01 OBSIDIAN EDITOR
Applications may be obtained at
The 60 NEWS office, 214 West Hall
Deadline: Thurs., April 12. 5pm.
ATTENTION EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAYI
Asaembie producte al home Detest (1)
802-838-8865 Ext. W-4244
ATTENTION
EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS' $32.000'year income polentta). De
lata (1)602638 8885 Eld. BK4244.
CAMP COUNSELORS and ACTIVITY SPECIALISTS wanted lor CAMP COURAGEOUS, a rear
dental summer camp lor people with mental retardation Contact tha Camp Director. 161 N.
Michigan, Suite 200. Toledo. OH 43824 (419)
242-4412
EBSCO Telephone Service now hiring Secure
summer positron by working now. Learn a marketable skill S make money. Flexfcte part-time A
lirfttme hours available (16 houra minimum )
Guaranteed hourly wage plus deny bonus
baaed on sales Year round employment Join
tha tun After 4pm tor apptcations Interviews
ttatd from 4:15-5 15. Cal for an appointment
353-8662. 113 N Main St (next to David s
Del)
Hrring delivery persons Musi have own car and
insurance Apply at Pagsais 945 S Main
362 7671
Home Mailers
Earn $500 00 tor every 100 envelopes stuffed For more information send aetf-addreaaad
stamped envelope to: Box 428218, Evergreen
Park, amoa 60642

NEEDED. 2 people to lease apartment on 4th
and Elm Tolaly furnished, two ear garage and
reaaoneble rent Cel today for more info. Ja
372-6796

KELLEYS ISLAND
Porthole Cale needa
cooks, bartenders A wait people
Send resume with
references & phone numbers to
P.O. Box 792
Keeeys Island. OH 43468

One mere roommate needed for 90-91 achool
year 2nd St Apt Can Bob or Mark al
354 5834
Responsible babysitter needed one to two
times a week second shift tor two children start
ingmMay. 1-878-2393

LIFEGUARDS
Get your aummer (ob sned up now'
Ufeguarda so shifts - SAbOltr
ft interested, contact:
JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT
3392 SR 82
Mantua. OMo 44255
(near Sea World ol Ohio)

Roommetets) needed lor aummer ft fal '90
Own room aval Low rent A free membership to
Cherrywood Spa For more info contact Dan at
354 4540 or MK at 353-8484
SUMMER SUBLEASES WANTED
2 temalea needed to rani house for aummer
OWN ROOM $95 ptua utl./mo Cel Mard
3721983
WANTEO'WANTED- I or 2 Female roommates
tor summer HOUSE on 3rd and S College tutty
finished. Cel anytime 363-8043, aak tor Liz
WANTED: 1 ferrate to sublease lor aummer.
FuHy furnished apt. al utll paid except alec.
Cheep! Can 513-838-8344 or 353-5738 alter
5 30
Wanted. 1 Fern, roommate for aummer and
'90-91 yr. Smoker preferred and must are animats'Cal Micheee 354-7030
WANTED: 1 lemale roommate tor 90-91
achool year Fox Run Apartments Cal NOW
Mary Both 2-4470 or Gina 2-5796
WANTED: 2-3 F roommates to share targe 3
bed house Irom Sum a Fal 90 a Spr 91 Call
Kay or Jessica 353-7957
Wanted. One non-amoking lemale roommate
for 1990-91 school year 1 2 block from campua Cal Michelle 2-3854

HELP WANTED
$10004 weekly Bluffing envelopes Send aerf
addreaaed stamped envelope to Maiche Asao
dates 4431 Lehkjh Rd Suite 236 College
Park. Maryland 20740
250 COUNSELORS and Inetruclors needed!
Private, coed, aummer camp In Pocono
Mountains Northeastern Pennsylvania. Lohlkan, PO Box 2S4BG, Kanlfanrth, NJ 070S3
(201) 270-0990

NANNIES
Positions available locally a nattonaly Travel
opportunities Lrve m or out Select client families. Degree required. No fee to nannies
NANNIES OF CLEVELAND
(216)521-4659
Need Part Tkne Income? Need a Scholarship?
Need a Grant? We Can Help! Free Into:
1-80O-USA-1221 ext 1090
SUMMER CAMP JOBS
Camp Cricket, an Integrated day camp for kids
with or without a daaberty. a hiring summer
camp counselors It you Ike kida and are looking tor an exciting summer rob contact: Camp
Director. The Abaty Center of Greater Toledo.
5805 Monroe SI Sytvania. OH 43580.
885-5733 DoaOane lor applications a Wed
April 13 EOE
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Wallers. Weltreaaea, Bartenders. Oiaaani
Tangkywood
Country Club. 8745 Tanglewood Trail. Chagrin
Fats. O 44022 (Bainbridge Twp ) Apply In
parson, send for application, or call 543 7010
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT OVERSEAS! Spend
tha summer working and living in Ireland.
France. Germany, Great Brrlam. Costa Rica.
Jamaica, or New Zealand. Tha unique, reafaattc
opportunity la open to both undergrad and
grad students of al majors Informational meeting Wed , April 11. BA 1011 Sponaored by
UAO Travel Committee
SUMMER JOBS

A $23,000 a year |ob pare benefits U S Mai
lobs, your area Anyone can qualify (219)
838-3434 ext 1409 Cel 7 days. 8.00 am •
k 8:00 pm.

Typeset Resumes

A representalive of
Kaman's Art Shopa
wa be In the lobby ol the Art Bldg
on Monday Aprl 9th from 11-4
lo answer questions about the
lobs available thla summer
AT CEDAR POINT
We hire portrait artists.
caricature artata.
face painters and cashiers
Spring to right around the corner.
tor excellent Job opportunities
stop by and la* to us or
cal uaatt-419-821 -1305

A-1 OPPORTUNITIES' Aaaemble ptoducta m
your home No experience needed. Exceeent
pay. Call 1-318-8284989 Ext. ' H 1438. 24
Houro InrjajrJng Staidly.
ALASKA CANNERY and frahmg employment
opportunities. Secure your aummer Job. Focua
your search 1206)771 381 1
ATTENTION EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME' 32.000iyr income polenta! Dataas.
(1) 802-838-8885 Exl T-4244

This is not a coupon.
This is not a special otter.
This is the regular price
for a qualify typeset resume
at UniGraphics.

WANTED!
BOM'S moat qualified studenis aa
ADVERTISING SALES REPS.
for
THE BG NEWS
If you are teal motivated.
results oriented, you have tha potential
to be one of the hlghesl paid student ■
on campus. Open to all majors. Must have
own car. Applications A fob descriptions
available: 214 Weal Hall. Deadline 4/8/90.

Conveniently located on
campus, UniGraphics provides
resumes in several clean
business-like formats.
Resumes are typeset in two
to three days and are ready for
printing. Charges can also be
applied to your Bursar account.

Work 11 houra to 10 hours par week out of a 7
day auihaoefc (day, evening and weekend
ahffteL Our company la seeking employees
to perform unskilled llghi production work.
Plant location la only 2 blocks from B.Q.S.u.
campus. The rate of wage Is $3.80 per hour. If
Interested pick up an application at the office
of Advanced Specialty Products, Wc, 421
Ctough Street. Sowllng Green, Ohio. Telephone 354-2844.
Summer Kitchen Help'
Cooks, no exp. needed, but helpful - wa tram
Muei be 18 S over Send raouma to- Caetno.
PO Box 13. Keeeys latand. OH 43438

That's the special.

■o»

211 West Hall 372-7418

-byJohnBoissy
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Walt sun. hostess bartenders
Now hiring lor 1990 Summer Season
Help needed lor al shifts
island House Hotel-Port Canton, OH
1-800-233-7307
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FALL RENTALS
now available «

June 24 - Aug J (6 wks )
WWTlfBOP TERRACE APARTMENTS
1 12 bedroom, furnished 1 unturraened
24 hr maintenance
CAMPUS SHUTTLE

A pre-coeege preparatory program tor
achool students Employment a
Tutor/Counselor
Reardental Minimum sophomore classification.
Four Positions

High school math. Engeeh. social sludrea. science Non-resident* Bachelor's degree requred Setary negotiable
Apptcatlona avertable a!
301 Hayee Hal. Deadane Aprl 2

FOR SALE
1987 Jeep Wrangler with removeebla hard top
34.000 miles, vary good condition. Must eel
$6.000 364-4468.
91 Kawasaki 950 LTD
Good Condition. $500 Cal 353-9860
Anewering Machine-only mo'a. old!
Uaed vacuum - only S26
MUST SELL! Cel 363-8198
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100 Fordo. Mercedes. Corvettea. Chevys
Surplus Buyers Guide
I 602 838-8885 EXT A 4244
C50 1984 Yamaha motorcycle Uke new
$300 353-2572 alter 5 00 or leave mssssgs.
Couch m excel, cond. 9ft long by 3ft wide
Comfortable Makee a groat bed $100 Cal
Jon at 353-6033 or leave messsge
372-2181.
Four piece drum set for $260.00 or beat offer.
Cal 891 0516. aak lot Chrta
Macintosh ptua CMS Hard Drive image writer
111 complete software Cal 877-8446 altar
6
Need lo ;M ASAP' 1982 Fueoird SE
condition Cal lor details 353 5249

good

SPEEO FOR SALE'
CANNON DALE RACING BIKE-SHIMANO-NEW
PARTS-EXCEL. COND -CALL NOW
354-5151.
Why Rant? You con own o 2 bdrm. mobaa
home' Air cond. dock, appeancaa. some turnltufo. Close to campua
$6,000. Call
352-9291.

FOR RENT
• •SSVRENTALS- •
1 a 2 bdrm apts avail
9 5 12 mo leases Cal 352-7454
$142.25 per month!
' water, electric, sewage Included*
May-Aug or Sept-Dec or Both' 1990
329 E Wooater -Across from Taco Bel
-on the comer of Enterprise
1/2 way btwn campus I Ihe bars'I!
Cal Brian at 353-5570
"CARIBBEAN CRUSE' •
Ratal alar today
R.E. Management
505CloughSt. B15
Apts lor summer 5 fad
sh« avertable

362-9302
1 bedroom apt to subleaae
Summit Terraco Apis
Cal 364-1441
12 month leases a> aasCIs May 15.1990
809 Sth St - 2 Br house $450 00 a uK
424 1/2S Summll-eftic apt. $198.Sun.
428 S Summit - 2 Br. apt $345 00 $ util
Slave Smith 352-8917
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF
BLOCK TO CAMPUUS. MMMER OR FALL
CALL TOM 362-4873 DAYS OR 152-1 MM EVE
1WKEND8.
4 bdrm. house Large living room. Ooee to
campua. Available Summer and Fall.
352-5475.
5 bdrm 8 person house 12 month tease. May
90- May 91' Cal 382-1584. 9-5 or 363-8811
621 E Merry
near Ottenhauer
2 bdrm. turn. apt.
exceeent cond.
Pricea lor 2, 3. or 4 people
CALL
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

364-2260
Apt. with central elr- $90/month 1 block from
campua Summer. Nice duplex Cal Bob or
Dave et 353-7136
AVAILABLE NOW
One 1 two bedroom apartments - fumlehed 1
urma-ntahed atarting at $360.00. Gsa 1 heat
included Free campua shuttle
Wlnthrop Terrace Apartments- 352-9136
CHEAP HOUSING
SPACE NOW AVAILABLE FOR 1 MALE
ROOMMATE DURING SUMMER BRAND NEW
APARTMENT. CLOSE TO CMAPUS FOR
ONLY S130/MO PLUS UTILITIES. IT YOU
WANT IT. GRAB IT THIS ONE WONT LAST
LONG! CALL 372-4341 or 383-7888 IF YOU
HAVE ANY QUESTIONS CALL ANYTIME
D.J and Stereo Equipment
D.J. with complete sound system maoacta tor
lunctiona Can Kim at 354-8516
Deluxe 2 bdrm turn apt on Fifth St 9 mo
teaee. 2 bdrm. untum on Seventh St. 12 mo.
Haae FREE AC 1 heat Cel 352-3446

Toledo oompenlea aaaalng isaihaUim etadents for part-time co-op starting Fall 1*90.
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES!! Call the Coop office 172-24S1 or atop by 21$ Admin

UniGraphics
•Price does no! inckxf ttu Second page $8 00

UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM

Don't get vvredvetj. If you're not soberor you're not surelet someone else do the drivuiL;

W1NTHROP TERRACE APARTMENT$

Free Gee. h2o. sewer 1 HBO
Completely Fumlehed
7017th, 724 Oth Sta.
Private Parking
Laundry fecHHIee
1112 month leases
NEWLOVE RENTAL!
121 S. Main 3124120

Qaortatoejn Manor Apts
•OO - Third Street
1 bdrm 12 bdrm units:
lullylurnlshed:A.C.
Now leasing tor 1000-1991,
and summer t too.
Convenient -1 reasonable.
Call 3524101 5pm-10pm
Helpll
Ws need up to 1 people to sublease a etrta,
cobble stone. 1 tt-kusw house. Only i
btocka Irom campue-for aummer. Real cheap
and available- Call it Irrlereated 372-4000-aek
for Amy or Shawnee or leave a brief mee«ot*ollouoo for rent on N. Prospect. 3 bdrm.. AC. avan for aummer 1 tat Col 382-0603 or
354-5856 after 6 30
HOUSE FOR SUBLEASE. SUMMER '90 6
BEDROOMS. YES 6. NEWLY REMODELED
CLOSEST TO CAMPUS CALL 3726406
House tor Rant
4 bdrm house to aubtaaae. Very, very does to
campua. Avaaarill for aummer rents) Cal Mike
363-8289 or Pan 1 Casey 354-5244
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm. turn/unturn
AC, aa low aa
$440.mo Heal included rstaa avaUebre PR.
3546036
Large Efficiency dose to campua avafebte August 12 month Mess $285Vrrronth $ gas 1
electric. 443 N Enterprise Apt C Cal
352-3996 or 1-433-4474
Large house for rant for aummar/lel. 140
Manvxte. 3 houses behind Mark's 354-5743
NEED I OR 2 PEOPLE TO SUBLEASE APT AT
THURSTM MANOR FOR MMMER. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS, AC, LOW UTILITIES, FURNISHED. 4
MONTHS RENT FOR THE PRICE OF 2 CALL
III 8001. LEAVE MESSAGE IF I AM NOT
HOMtNEED TO SUBLEASE 4 BEDROOM HOUSE
FOR MMMER 1M0. VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS AND IN EXCELLENT CONDITION. GOOD
RENT. MUST BE FEMALE IF INTERESTED
CALL 154-4011.

NEW, LOWER
COOL SUMMER RATES

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
352-9135

One 3-bedroom unit $ One 1 -bedroom unit In a
house between downtown A campua. Cal
1-893-2317
One borin fumtahed apt, $360/month sub
lease 354-144 latter 5pm
Preferred ftoporose lo now leasing for aummer
and fal Fox Run, Haven House. Piedmont.
Ba-chwood Pace, and others avertable' Al rasi
dents receive a mernberahip to ClierrywoodHealth Spa Cal 362 9378
Subleaae May thru Aug. 16. 1090 2 bdrm.
apt- close to campua Quiet 3rd Ik Air cond. $
patio $200/mo. ptua alec. Cal Jon 353-8033
or lean mssssgs at 372 2161
SUMMER APARTMENT
2 person. 1 bdrm apartment for aummer Fumtahed. al utl Except electric Please eel
353-9649.
SUMMER RENTALS
Houses, apts rooms
Cat 362-7365
Summer rentass. Aportmonlo. houaeo. and
rooms. Cal Catty Rentals 352-7365
Summer Renta Only 3 bdrm. close lo campua
443 N Enterprise Apt. B. SSOO/rrnnth. Cel
363-743701 1-433-4474
SuSJMER SU1LEASEExceeent location, huge yard tor barboquea and
picnics' Furn . 2 bdrm Cal 363-6980
MMMER SUB-LEASE
Groat piece, air cond, utl pd. balcony.
dkahwahr. 2 1/2bdrma Please cal 363-7977
Summer'Cheap'BIg Houee'Close
4 bdrm.. 1 garage, lull kitchen. IN room. I
IB bathe. Al trm. pd- I140fmo, 172-8121
Two 2 bdrm apts turn. 1 unfum aiisjaahta for
Fal 1 Spring 1990-91. Summer apartments
turn. 1 unfum llao ivsaahla. Visage Green
Apsrtmantl fjal anytime 354-3633.
Two bdrm. -4 person apis -BO APTS. BIB,
822 2nd St. 9 1 12 mo Hans 362-7454
After 5pm 1 wkenda 823-7555
YOU'VE GOT TO SEE THESE
100 High St.
2 bdrm. furnished
Close to Campus
free gas, water 1 sewer
Newiove Renfale
321 $. Main 352-5820
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Would you skip a class if the weather outside was beautiful?

Jane Kilgore. freshman english major
from Dayton: "No. / wouldn't skip class
because I would feel too guilty."

Gary Harper, junior music education
major from Cahanna: "No, school is too
important and too expensive to be skipping class."

Ginger Hume, senior human resource
management major from London: "No,
because all of my classes prepare me for
the future."

Mike Rumble, freshman design/marketing major from Hudson:
"yes, I would skip class to play a game of
volleyball or some other sport outside."

Foreign video actually made in U.S.
by Bread* Young
One of the biggest reasons foreign
films die on the American video shelf is
because nobody likes to read those pesky subtitles — it's enough of a pain on
the big screen, let alone when squeezed
across a 19-inch TV set.

"Eat a Bowl of Tea," a 1988 release
based on Louis Chu's underground
novel, is partially subtitled, but it is not
a foreign film. Less than 10 percent of
the film was shot on location in Hong
Kong; the majority takes place in New
York City's Chinatown.
But more than that, it is an American film in spirit.

For 60 years the United States maintained Exclusion laws which restricted
the immigration of Chinese to America. Only men were allowed into the
country and, once here, were not made
citizens. Chinatown was dying out until the advent of World War II, when
China and the United States became allies.
"Eat a Bowl of Tea*' takes up its
story in the post-war world with the
trials of Chinatown's rebirth. New
York's Chinese community in 1949 is
primarily made up of aging men who
had long ago left their families behind
for the financial success America
promised.
Wah Gay (Victor Wong) is one of
those men, worn by the years and left
worrying about survivng to see his
grandchildren. His son, Ben Loy (Russell Wong), who came to America with
him 20 years before and served in the

army during the war, is now back
home and living his own life.
Ben doesn't understand his father's
fervent wish for him to return to China
for a bride, but agrees to go so he can
visit his mother (Hui Fun). When Ben
meets the daughter of fellow New Yorker Lee Gong (Lau Siu Ming), though,
he has no qualms about becoming a
family man.
As soon as they are married, Ben
and his wife, Mei Oi (Cora Miao),
settle down in Chinatown to the pressing urgency of the old men, who impatiently await the moment of conception. Of course, the deed is easier attempted than accomplished.
On and off throughout the film, and
particularly in the early minutes, various characters speak Chinese rather
than English. The subtitles, however,
are easily read and the melodic rising
and falling of the language evokes the

country's old traditions — something
which is being lost on both sides of the
world.
In China, Mao Tse Tung's Red
Army is destroying the history which
stood for thousands of years, and the
new generation of Chinese-Americans
are more inclined to follow the values
of their adopted country. The old men
of Chinatown must simultaneously
face the realities that they may never
see their families in China again and
that their progeny will not remain true
to the old ways.
Beyond the threat of subtitles, there
is little nor to like about this movie.
"Eat a Bowl of Tea" is a realistic look
into America's not-aiways bright history and love for the country regardless
of injustices. Bob Ziembicki's production design gives an authentic feel to
time and place and Amir Mokri's photography is original.
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Setting up the BG Recycling Center
by Kimhf rly Delbridge
In 1978, two former college roommates Ron Keisper and Terry Couts
both found themselves in Bowling
Green after graduation. After many
trips to a recycling center in Perrysburg, the two men decided to make a
proposal of $100 in order to begin a recycling center in Bowling Green.
The proposal was accepted by the litter prevention and recycling division of
the Ohio Department of National Resources. The ODNR obtains money to
forward to recycling centers through a
tax that was created as an alternative to
the Bottle Bill.
Large franchises such as McDonalds, pay a fee based on gross sales.
This extra fee, or tax creates funds
which are utilized by the ONDR in the
form of grants.
For the first four years the site of the
newly established recycling center was
located in the Copper Products parking lot. Eventually, through $20,000 of
grant money, a new location was cited
at its present location, 1040 N. College
Drive.
The grant must be applied for every
year. There are specific guidelines
which must be adhered to concerning
the use of the grant money.
Machinery to process recyclable ma-

terials such as an aluminum can press is
type of expense the grant money will
cover. Things such as a telephone, answering machine and transportation
costs for pick up is covered by the
profit collected from buy-back recycling.
Buy-back recycling occurs every second and fourth Saturday from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. of each month. Cash is paid
for aluminum beverage cans and glass
jars and bottles. There is approximately 5000 pounds of cans and bottles
collected each occasion. Currently,
there is a rate of $.35 a pound for aluminum beverage cans and $.02 for
glass beverage cans and bottles.
"Recycling has experienced the
largest amount of growth in the last
couple of years as means of protecting
the environment," Ken Rieman,
chairman of the recycling management
committee said. "The city of Bowling
Green hs been one of the most supportive groups of people concerning recycling."
Rieman said he anticipates the
money available for grants to support
recycling centers will become harder to
obtain as more people apply for aid. In
the past few years the state of Ohio has
funded between 25 to 30 centers
through grants.
There is something that sets the BG

HOWARD'S club H
352-9951

210 N. MAIN

recycling center apart from others. It is
the only center funded through the
grant program without salaried help.
Instead, there are about four to five
volunteers who dedicated their time
regularly.
Volunteering at the center has
proved to be extremely timeconsuming. Rieman said he puts in 40
hours a week in addition to a full-time
occupation. However, he is optimistic
about donating such a vast amount of
time to it.
"It is a hobby for me. I feel it is important to recycle because it is a matter
of taking care of the envioronment and
making it a better place to live," he
said.
The volunteers are involved in management and administrative responsibilities in addition to writing grant
money proposals.
"Sometimes people are involved in
recycling for other reasons, such as raising money." Rieman said. "This is
common among Jaycee and Kiwanis
groups. However, this place is just in
the business to recycle."
By any means, recycling is not a
profitable business other than for environmental reasons. For example, currently newspaper is worth $5 a ton. If a

Thursday thru Saturday
April 5th - 7th

* Mini Pitchers are Back Every Monday <S Wednesday *
- Sat.
Saaday

MOB.

Noon 'til 2:30 a.m.
2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.

WIN A FREE QUART OF

CHOCOLATE CHIP
COOKIE DOUGH

Last week's winner was Jason
Peslikls, who correctly
identified the object as a
plastic spray bottle.
For great food and drinks, it's
perfectly clear thai Quarters Cafe
is ihe righi choice.

ICE CREAM

Answer this question:
// you're going down the street in a canoe & a
wheel falls off, how many pancakes does it
take to cover a doghouse?
r~\
nnn

In addition to volunteers who fulfill
the responsibilities of keeping the
center open, mentally handicapped
adults work for Woodland Industries
through a contract with the city. They
are responsible for processing a
majority of the materials brought into
or picked up by the center.
Newspaper, office paper, cardboard
boxes, paper grocery bags, glass jars
and bottles, plastic bottles, aluminum
beverage cans, steel beverage cans and
scrap aluminum and foil are all included on the list of recyclable materials.
"Recycling is a way of life," Rieman
added.
The Bowling Green Jaycees' Recycling Center is located at 1040 N. College Drive P.O. Box 183. The drop-off
recycling ares is open 24 hours. For
current prices, call 352-5446.

What is it?

Glass City All Stars

HOURS:

semi-truck was packed as tightly as
possible it would hold about 20 tons.
One hundred dollars is a small amount
of money for all of that newspaper, especially when you consider the tedious
labor involved in loading the truck, he
said.

If you can identity ihis
object, you could win a SIS
gill certificate from Quarter's
title. 1414 K. Wooster (Does
not include lux. fimiuliy. or
alcoholic leverages).
Drop your answers Iti the
entry box located in tlte BG
News editorial office. 214
West Hall
Entries are due each
Thursday. 5 p.m. The
winning entry will be named <n
that lime. If more than one
correct entry is received, a
drawing will be held to
determine the winner.
Employees of BGSU Student
Publications are not ellgil tie

<r

I4U E. Wooster Bowling Green. OH
353-8735

ENTRY FORM
Name

Address
Phone Number.
What is it?

There will be a drawing Friday, April 13, 1990.

Kcium lit li(. i\c\vs l-diiori.ilOIIUc. 214 U'rsi Hull. Hi .si
Employees of HGSU Student IMblications arc not eligible
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Rock show slated for Planetarium
by Frank Esposilo

BG News/Brock Vlsnlch
Chris Comer, left, and Ban Foster, right, are two of the members of Cmclunk, which is
performing ia the BG Planetarium.
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Where the Northwest Ohio rock
scene is concerned, location has never
been much of a topic of discussion. It's
bars, plain and simple. No matter
which bar, the settings are mostly predictable and standard fare — cramped,
loud, smoky, and a lot of beer.
Rock-n-roll was born and bred in
settings like this. But a local outfit
named Umclunk has decided to take a
chance and display their musical
machinations at the University planetarium tomorrow night at 8.
Umclunk is a multi-hued combo
with four permanent members: Chris
Comer, keyboards; Bart Foster,
drums; Ed Zunic, cello; and John Binkowski, guitar. For the Planetarium
show, they'll be joined by guitarist
Mike Caufman. All five have local
rock backgrounds, performing with
various local bands. Umclunk's music
at times flirts with structure, and at
others, it borders on cacophony. It
combines elements of rock, jazz, and
avant-garde with several other less recognizable musical styles.
Comer describes Umclunk's style as
"really spontaneous... we never know
what's going to happen."
"We're not trying to be one particular style of music. We formed to create
music from scratch," Foster said. "I
think we've got a lot more variety than
most bands in town. That's what
makes us different — we don't really
write songs."
After attending a planetarium show
and viewing the spectacle of the starlit
sky reproduced on the planetarium
ceiling. Comer and Foster said they de-

CAMPUS

FILMS

VI
-1

cided that the planetarium was a great
place for their band to perform.
Comer said he has attended and enjoyed planetarium shows since childhood.
"We couldn't figure out why nobody had played there before," Comer
explained. "We want to play there to
freak people out. We want to go
somewhere where no one's played before."
Comer approached Dale Smith,
planetarium director and associate
professor of physics and astronomy,
with the idea. The planetarium had not
featured live music since a classical
music ensemble performed three years
ago, so Smith was receptive to Comer's
proposal.
"You've got to remember, first and
foremost, the planetarium is a
theater," Smith said. "Live music sets
a whole different kind of presence for
the the show."
Smith said he thinks the planetarium's Star Field works well with live
music and both he and Umclunk will
be improvising throughout the show.
Comer admits this kind of opportunity doesn't happen that often.
"Usually, it's either pop tunes in
bars or written-out classical music in a
recital hall," he said.
Comer also predicts the planetarium
performance will be a "more psychedelic, spaced-out show" than Umclunk's
debut gig at Soft Rock Cafe.
Foster said he thinks playing in the
planetarium will "make everybody
jealous."
Smith said if tomorrow night's show
is a success, he would gladly host more
live performances. That's definitely
music to the ears of Comer, who has
aspirations of Umclunk appearing on
David Sanborn's Night Music program
as well as on the VH-I video channel.
"This kind of music is already
taking hold in Europe and on the East
Coast," he said. "But nobody's really
tried it in the Midwest."
Overall, Foster provided the best
justification for the band to perform at
the planetarium, saying, "Everything
in the universe happening at once 1 that's what Umclunk is."
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Feminist humorist brings show to BG
by Janice Hardman
The best way to get through a serious
situation is to find some sort of humor
in it, and play on that, so everyone can
laugh about it. One feminist humorist
takes everyday situations and shows its
absurdity, which comes with reality,
through comedy.
Kate Clinton, a feminist comedienne, self-proclaimed lesbian and
"fumerist," will perform at Joe E.
Brown Theatre Friday night at 7.
Clinton lives in Provincetown, Mass.
but is a native of Buffalo, N. Y. A former high school English teacher and
"recovering Catholic," Clinton began
doing comedy about seven years ago in
small clubs and coffee houses. Lane
Aldridge, assistant director of
women's studies said.
Clinton performed at the University
in the early 80s and remains popular in
this area, Aldridge said.
"There is a following for her, and
her humor," she said. "She is popular,
locally, in the Ann Arbor, Dayton, and
Toledo areas."
Clinton's wit and appeal attracts a
large audience and her success in the
area brings rave reviews from her fans.
"Kate Clinton is incredibly funny,
incredibly intelligent,, and incredibly
witty," Aldridge said.
Sue Nance, a graduate assisstant in
American Culture Studies, uses some
of Clinton's material in her radio
show. Nance said she sees Clinton's
feminist humor as "a groundbreaker
for women," and her feminist humor
is "made as absurd and funny as any
other kind of humor."
Clinton has three comedy albums,
which are produced under her own
label, Whyscrack Records, Aldridge
said.
Her first album, "Making Light"
which introduces her back-up band.
The Vessels of Sin, was recorded in
1982. In 1984, her second album.

"Making Waves" was recorded, while
"Kate Clinton: Live at the Great
American Music Hall," her third
album, was recorded in 1986.
Clinton's humor encompasses a wide
range of categories, including everything from her school teaching days,
her Catholic experiences, and world
politics, Aldrige said.
"Recently, Kate Clinton has been
including a lot more political satire in
her show," Aldridge said. "Clinton
has been called 'Mark Russell on estrogen.' "
"Clinton's comedy forces you to
find humor in something that makes
you uncomfortable," Nance said.
"But a lot of times it is a laugh of recognition about something we have all
thought about but never said before."
Tickets for the show range in price
from $8-12 and are on sale at the door,
Aldridge said.
"The reason for the range in prices is
so everyone can attend the performance,"she said.
"A tremendous part of what
Women for Women stands for is that
nobody ought to be kept out, therefore, we developed the sliding scale for
tickets so no one has to be turned
away," Aldridge added.
She said the everyone can just pay
whatever they can afford, so those paying less will be covered by those paying
more.
"We have 236 seats, at $8 a seat, to
fill and I hope there are exactly 256
people, so nobody has to be turned
away,"Aldridge said.
The show is co-sponsored by The
Women's Studies Program, Student
Activities Organization, Lesbian and
Gay Alliance, Kohl Hall, Founders,
MacDonald Complex, Offenhauer
Towers, and Lavender Triangle.

DRY DOCK
i \

Come to little sibs
and kids night at

DRY DOCK
for Fun, Games,
and Dancing
No Cover, No ID Needed

Kate Clinton, feminist comedienne who will be performing on Friday, April 13 in Ike Joe
E. Brown Theater at 7 p.m.

The Friday music quiz

by Dave Baskind

This week, "Dr. Dave's Incredible College of Musical Knowledge"
found five entries who could not be fooled. The college was quite foolish to
believe we could stump our astute fans. In this week's drawing from the
correct entries, Amy Mackay of Anderson was the lucky graduate and winner. Marvelous performance, Amy.
Here are the correct answers from the "fool" quiz:
1. Def Leppard
2. Debbie Gibson
3. Steve Perry
4. Whitesnake
5. Diana Ross
6. Cinderella or Kenny Loggins
7. Led Zeppelin
8. "Blame It On the Rain" by Milli Vanilli
9. "Queen of Hearts" by Juice Newton
10. "Into the Night" by Benny Mardones
Please submit all entries for this week's quiz on a sheet of paper with your
name, address, and telephone number to "Friday Music Contest," c/o 214 West
Hall, Bowling Green, Ohio, 43403. Submit all entries before 6 p.m., Wednesday,
April 11.1990. Only one winner per household, per semester, PLEASE. BGSU
Student Publications' employees are not eligible. The winner's namefs) and all
the correct answers will be revealed next Friday.
IN OUR CONTINUING QUEST TO SPAN THE TOP 40 FROM 1980 TO THE
PRESENT, THIS WEEK "DR. DAVE'S INCREDIBLE COLLEGE OF MUSICAL
KNOWLEDGE" PROUDLY PAYS TRIBUTE TO THE ONE-HIT WONDERS.
THESE SPECIAL ARTISTS MANAGED TO HAVE ONLY ONE SONG (SO FAR)
HIT THE TOP 40 AND ALL OF THESE SONGS HIT THE TOP 20. SO, WITHOUT FURTHER ADO, WE HONOR SOME OF THOSE WHO RELISHED IN
THE FIFTEEN MINUTES OF FAME THAT ANDY WARHOL ONCE PROMISED:
Freshman level — One point each.
1. Name the Ohio band whose only hit was 1980's "Whip K."
2. Who hit Number One with "Come On Eileen?"
Sophomore level — Two points each.
3. Name the Greek composer who hit Number One with "Chariots of Fire."
4. What was Thomas Dolby's only hit?
Junior level — Three points each.
5. Who had the Top Ten hit "Keep Your Hands to Yourself?"
6. Who hit the Top Ten with "Tainted Lover
Senior level — Four points each.
7. Who hit the charts with "I Wanna Be A Cowboy" in 1986?
8. Who was "Puttin' on the Ritz" in 1983?
Graduate level — Five points each.
9. Who sang "Digging Your Scene" in 1986?
10. Name both bands whose only hit was the Top Ten tune "Funkytown."
This week's winner will receive a free promotional album from the Record Den,
located in Woodland Mall on N. Main St, Bowling Green.
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Student artists show work
by Amy Diitcher
University art students will show
their artistic talent at the 39th Undergraduate Student Art Exhibit at the
Gallery in the Fine Arts Building.
The art exhibit begins Sunday, April
8 from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the Gallery.
It continues until Friday, April 13. The
show will be open from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday.
According to Jacqueline Nathan,
exhibition program administrator,
there will be 10 different categories of
art on display. Some of the different
categories include sculpture, photography, jewelry/metals, mixed media
and various types of paintings.
The art exhibit is open to all undergraduate students who have been enrolled in courses at the School of Art
between summer 1989 and spring 1990.
Alumni who graduated in summer or
fall 1989, and took art courses during
fall or summer semesters of 1989 are

also eligible.
All works submitted had to be produced under supervision of a School of
Art faculty member in order to be eligible.
"Initially, we had almost 500 pieces
of art submitted," Nathan said.
A committee of three faculty members narrowed the field to 230 pieces,
she added.
Two artists from outside the University were brought in to present the award prizes. This year Brinsley Tyrrell,
head of the sculpture department at
Kent State University, and Marilyn
Szba, an art teacher at Cuyahoga
Community College, will help pick the
winners, Nathan said. Awards will be
presented at the exhibit opening on
Sunday.
Nathan said this exhibit is usually
the last show of the year. She said she
expects more than a thousand people
to view the students' work.

BGSU alumni work
here:
Walter Kmerlae aad Cathy Tieti, senior art majors diacaat where Fnday/Joe P. Nuaacr
to place aa art piece with Inhibition Program Administrator Jacqal Nathan.
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The director had more fun'
reason student tried directing
by Mindy Davies
Tom Griffin's light comedy "The
Boys Next Door" is currently being
performed in 405 University Hall and
its director said she hopes the play's
special message is conveyed to the audience.
University doctoral student Barbara
Legler admitted she's never seen this
play performed, but feels the play's
script is good and extremely useful in
helping her to direct this play.
"The Boys Next Door" is a play
about four mentally handicapped men
living on their own and how their lives
progress in society, Legler said.
The play "helps people to learn to
enjoy each moment as it comes," she
said. "We (as a society) want to take
away the enjoyment of the simple
things in life such as smelling flowers
or going out on a date."
Legler said she hopes the audience
leaves the theater with a new sense of
awareness about the world and the
people who live within it.
The idea of directing this play came
to Legler after she visited New York

and bought five good plays to read on
by Tracy Shively
the advice of her friends, she said.
"I immediately loved the play and
thought it was great," she said.
The University's flying team is a
competitive organization that flies at
Legler has directed at the Huron
Playhouse locally. She obtained her
least once a year against other schools.
master's degree at San Diego State and It began around 1984 and has progresspent four years acting both on an
sed during the past six years.
amateur and professional level.
Eddy Callens, vice president of the
Legler is now studying to achieve her flying team, said he and other members
go to ground school classes and proPh.D. in theater. She said she would
mote the team.
like to "teach and direct both at a uni"It is open to anybody who can
versity and professionally in the future."
fly," Callens said.
According to Legler, she wanted to
In order to be considered a flyer, a
person must have flown solo for 10 or
try directing because she "thought the
director had more fun." The director
IS hours, he said.
"As long as you can fly solo and as
deals more closely with the script and
gets to develop the "whole picture" of long as you can control it, you can fly
what a play will be, she said.
with the team," he said.
"Directing this play has been an inThe team meets several times a year
to practice and take ground tests.
credible, bonding experience. The
According to Brian Reino, a member
actors are fantastic and I can honestly
of the flying team, there is one major
say this is the best experience I've ever
encountered in the theater,"she said.
competing event each year. It is sponsored by the National Flying Intercol"The Boys Next Door" will continlegiate Association.
ue to play at 8 p.m. through Saturday
in 405 University Hall. Tickets are
Reino also said this year's event took
place in October.
available at the door for $2.
"We had practice every day for three

The Billboard
Top Ten hits

(AP)
l.'TU Be Your Everything" Tommy
Page (Sire)
2."Don't Wanna Fall In Love" Jane
Child (Warner Bros.)
3."A11 Around the World" Lisa
Siansfield (Arista) — Gold (More than
500,000 singles sold.)
4. "Nothing Compares 2U" Sinead
O'Connor (Chrysalis)
J."Love Will Lead You Back" Taylor Day ne (Arista)
6."I Wanna Be Rich" Calloway
(Solar)
7."Here and Now" Luther Vandross (Epic)
8."Get Up!" Technotronic (SBK)
9."Forever" Kiss (Mercury)
10."Black Velvet" Alannah Myles
(Atlantic) — Gold

Love of flying spurs team
or four times a week for that competition," Reino said.
The competition is divided into regions according to Reino. The team
competed against The Ohio State University, Ohio University, Kent State,
and Weste/n Michigan, Reino said.
According to Reino, there are two
events in each regional competition
—the precision landing test and the
precision navigation test.
In the precision landing test, the object is to land as accurate as possible on
a 300 foot mark, Reino said.
In the precision navigation test, the
object is to find all the points marked
on a map in the least amount of time,
with the least amount of fuel used. The
points are marked on the ground and
as the flyer finds them, he can identify
them by letters, he said.
According to Callens, people join
the team simply for the enjoyment of
flying.
"Flight instructors don't get paid a
lot," he said. "People join just because they love flying."

Don't Forget
UAO ROOMMATE OF THE YEAR
ESSAYS ARE DUE TUESDAY.
DON'T PASS UP A CHANCE TO WIN
$100. APPLICATIONS ARE
AVAILABLE IN THE UAO OFFICE
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The Friday music picks of the week
Psychefunkapus: "Psychefunkapus"
Atlantic Records
Great name, isn't it? The name is supposed to be indicate the band's influences, psychadelic and funk. If their song
content could be included in the name,
then they should call themselves "Psycheraunchapus." Some of the songs on
this album are pretty raunchy. Musically,

Music Review
it's an okay album. They seem to know
how to play their instruments with a fair
degree of proficiency. The vocals are
nothing to write home about, but not
any worse than any glam-metal headbanging MTV band. However, what
these guys should be known about (besides having a percussionist named "Mushi Moo Moo") is their song content.
Some of the songs, like "We Are The
Young" are okay, and "Regeneration" is
actually worth airplay, but there are
songs that well... just aren't suitable for
sensitive folks. "Jesus Crispies" will undoubtedly offend those who take their
religious views seriously, even though it

only rips on televangelists. "Slut Child,"
with such endearing lyrics as "Slut
Child/wearing tight jeans with the knees
worn out/Slut Child/looking for adventure down the pants of a man" should
definitely not be confused with a sociallyconscious song. Ditto for "17 And
Under" which is a spunky little song
about underaged sex. If it is critical of it,
it sure doesn't show in lyrics like "I don't
mind/17 and under/it's a crime/but it's
worth the slammer." Instead of letting
that issue drop, the very next song
"Young Love is a Bitch" picks up the
slack with some very unprintable (and usually unintelligible) lyrics. Are these
guys a flash in the pan? We can only
hope. Will they become successful? Not
if Tipper Gore finds out, or if people
have taste.
ByCJ.Dawson
The Infidels: "Wondrous Strange"
Slash Records
The Infidels represent Youngstown,
Ohio's desperate lunge at the brass ring
of mainstream rock success. The rusted
steel towns and suburban wastelands
that dot the landscapes of Northeast
Ohio and Western Pennsylvania have
some kind of violent effect on all who

hail from that little acre of God's country, and the Infidels are no exception.
Thankfully, I didn't miss the boat as
bad with the Infidels (Pete Drivere, lead
guitar; John Hlumyk, bass; John Koury,
drums; David Lisko, guitar, harmonica)
as bad as I did with Sister Ray, Youngstown's more extreme rock heroes. I
hipped myself to the Infidels' 1988
release, "9:25 & 7 Seconds." which featured such retro-punk classics as "The
Shooting Gallery" and "Inside-Outside"
as well as softer gems like "Glad To See
You Go." I had my hot little hands on a
copy of a French import EP called "Mad
About That Girl" once (and promptly
lost it before hearing the damn thing)
and have since learned that the band's
past releases include singles on Jim's
Records out of Pittsburgh and their own
Youngstown-based label. Scream Records. The collection is rounded out by a
Scream EP entitled "Times Four."
"Wondrous Strange" is forged of a
different metal than "9:25..." but the Infidels' rock muscle remains intact
"Never Satisfied," "C'mon," and "Ten
Feet Tall" feature their trademark guitar
roar while "The Wonder Of It All" and
"Any Way You Want It" are melodic
gems a la Lynyrd Skynyrd and Alex Chil-

ton.
Speaking of Skynyrd, the album's few
lows come when the Infidels dive into
full-blown Southern rock, as they do on
the Allmanesque dozer "All These
Tears" and the grating "Gates of
Heaven." Both tunes sound forced and
are confusing when placed in the context
of their better songs.
"Sunday Morning Deathwish" and "24
& Falling" stand out among the LFs 12
tracks. On the first, the Infidels discover
a new kind of musical and lyrical rage,
one that's self-destructive and righteous
at the same time. The latter is a soft-spoken battle with encroaching age which
comes across as an updated version of
the Replacements' "Sixteen Blue." Lofty
praise, indeed.
The Infidels are surging along nicely,
and if the quality production and writing
on "Wondrous Strange" are any indication, they won't be able to be held back
for long. The steel mills may threaten to
bring their industrial homeland to its
knees, but the Infidels are standing
proud and making a hellish racket in the
process. May God have mercy on their
souls.
By Frank Esposito

The Friday film review of the week
by Brian Lumley
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
At the risk of losing my own personal integrity as a serious film student, I went to
see "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles" last

weekend. What I expected and what shone
upon the big screen were two different
things. 'Turtles" is a remarkably surprising entertainment It holds both enough
laughs for the young crowd and enough
social satire to make the older crowd
snicker once or twice.
Being a little older than the average student I never really tuned into the fouryear-old adventures of these pizza-loving
reptiles. A few years back, a comic character from my youth was turned into a very
overbudgeted, lackluster flick. "Howard
the Duck" was an awful attempt to combine both the spunk of an offbeat comic
with the post-modem mid-'80s filmmaking
style. Where "Howard" failed horribly,
"Turtles" succeeds. In most comic adaptations, it usually takes the entire first half of
the film to develop the origins of the character. "Turtles" wisely overlooks this fact
and jumps right into the action. Their origins are mentioned in a flashback sequence which takes up very little screen
time.
•■■IhfctoBa^ankririsrin^

pre-adolescent's fantasies —skateboarding, ninja-fighting, unexpurgated pizzabinging, and other such forms of anarchy.
From a marketing standpoint the turtles
represent every icon of modem American
popular culture wrapped up into a tight
little package. Every frame of this film
oozes with quips that only hardened surfer
rejects would use as everyday vocabulary.
A long, withdrawn "gnaaaaaaaaaaaaarly.
dude!!" rips from one of the turtles'
throats. Their constant jibes to each other
are truly juvenile, but hey, this never aspires to be "My Dinner with Andre."
"Turtles" concerns itself with the
villainous Shredder and his ambitions to
take over New York City. His crime wave
has enraptured the youth of the Big Apple,
brainwashing them into believing that they
have no family, no one but Shredder to call
dad. His scheme is helped along by a veritable world of teen pleasure. Pulled from
Disney's "Pinocchio," this Pleasure Island
has every form of debauchery that rebellious teens would love to partake in.
Free cigarettes, Nintendos, video games,
pool tables and other such forms of decay
surround these youths, making them even
more susceptible to the manipulations of
Shredder. Enter the turtles — Michelangelo, Leonardo, Donatello and Raphael,
four mutated reptiles now experiencing the
pain and angst of their teenage years.
Guiding them through these turbulent
times is their Ninja master, Splinter. A rat
capable of incredible intelligence, he has
taught this quartet the ways of old warriors. When the turtles intercept some of
the teen robberies that have encapsulated

m an act of revenge. The rest of the film
involves the turtles attempting to reclaim
their master and putting an end to Shredier's dastardly reign.
This film is very formulaic and hardly original. Yet in appealing to the youngsters,
it also carries a message about the importance of friendship and loyalty. On an adult
level, 'Turtles" carries some ridiculing
sentiments. Shredder, a Japanese "master," is out to take over American youth
with video games and other types ofhardware. Pretty deep, huh? The turtles themselves are fictional caricatures of modem
youth. The creators of the turtles picked
rather mocking names for their heroes.
What more ironic monickers than Raphael, Leonardo, Michelangelo and Donatello? Cultural expression has been reduced to a new low as a handful of the
world's greatest artists have become more
recognizable to young people as reptiles
rather than for their own invaluable works.
Yet as a light piece of entertainment
"Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles" will take
any avid viewer back to his own childhood.
It is a strange conglomeration of a postmodem world — a bit of this and a bit of
that — all culminating in a very hip and
offbeat film. 'Turtles" works; it makes for
a surprising bit of fun on the halfshell.
The Manchurian Candidate
Not meaning to push into a fellow
writer's territory, I saw a film the other
night that I feel deserves recognition. Now
that the Cold War is practically over,
1962s "The Manchurian Candidate" may
fall into a filmic limbo —joiningother
forms of outdated political propaganda in

uneventfully popping up at art houses, this
thriller was years ahead of its time in dealing with its subject matter. The film introduces Raymond Shaw, a rather unlikable
American "war hero," decorated for
bravery in the Korean War. In reality, he
and his platoon were captured by Russian,
Chinese and Korean officers and brainwashed into believing that Shaw saved the
platoon. Under the careful eye of the
communists. Shaw has become a very
lethal weapon, ready to strike at the belated command of his new superiors. With
the war over, Shaw comes stateside to civilian life and the awaiting arms of his politically-scheming mother, Angela Lansbury.
She manipulates her son for her own ends,
making him as much a zombie as his mental captors. When Shaw is reactivated to
kill a presidential nominee, the story really
heats up. As a tormented member of
Shaw's former platoon, Frank Sinatra is
compelling. He slowly unravels the mystery
surrounding his nightmares, which are the
ebbing effects of the brainwashing subconsciously returning to haunt him at
night
In dealing with its subject matter, "The
Manchurian Candidate" is unrelentless.
The revelation of the brainwashing comes
early to the audience, and it comes across
in a very interesting and thoughtprovoking way.
For a ribald look at the soon-to-be forgotten Cold War, check out "The Manchurian Candidate." It is a cinematic
masterpiece and still as compelling today
as it was twenty-eight years ago.
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Max Monroe: Loose Cannon

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Night Court

Cosby Show Dit. World

Cheers

News

ABC News

Cur. Affair

Family Feud

Father Dovning Mysteries

Twin Peaks

Primetlme Live

Ocesnus

Business

Grand

Cheers

11:00

11:30
Newhart

Jeffersons

Journal

News

SCTV

News

Magnum, P.I.

Down Home Newt

Tonight Show
Nightline

Arsenio Hall
Fishing

MacNeil/Lehr sr Newshour

Wad Am.

Butterflies

Mystery 1

Voices 4 Visions

EastEnders

Time Out

MacNeH/Lehr ■ Newshour

Business

Animals

Old House

WiW Am

Mysteryl

Mysteryl

Served

Frontline

60
0D

Boss'

Charles

Boss''

Mama

Movie: "No Man's Land-

Barney M.

Boss?

Facts of Ule Boss?

Family Ties

Movie

News

SportsLook

LPBA Bowling: Lady Fair Lanes Open

ESPN Thbreds
TMC

SportsCtr.

Movie: 'Tord i Song Trilogy

|Movle: "Spit Decisions"

Falcon House
Sporting Goods
$5.00 off
ANY PAIR OF ATHLETIC SHOES
OVER $30.00
Sol* items and other discounts excluded
with this coupon Exp. 5/12/90

At^"Sr7o«~Ap7orere~vv^s^'BS5ir"
School Jackets •T-Shirt printing • Sports Equipment

123 S. Main St.
Dowtown B.G.
352-3610
Acrott from Huntlngfon Bonk

^

^1 I A K I

Boxing: Kid Akeem vs. Memo Fkxes

H.s Heroes

12:30
Arsenio Hal

Letterman

News

©

"To Live and Die In LA."

12:00

News

WKRP

After Hours

Movie: "Night After Night"

Sanlord

Jeffersons

Fall Guy

Baaebal

SportsCtr.

Motorcycle Racing

Movie: "Hero and the Terror"

Movie:

Dekverence"

